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ABSTRACT

This r_port presents rosearch into _stlmat_on and control methods

for a "Drag-Free" spacecraft. This work represents the functional and

analytical synthesis of on-board estimators and controllers for an integrated

attitude and translation control system. An earlier study [4] addressed

._ the general feasibility of a drag-free STARPROBE (Solar Probe) spacecraft.

This effort pursues the basic issues raised in the preceding study and

,: creates the framework for detail definition and design of the baseline

-i_,. drag-free system° The techniques for solution of self-gravlty and electro-

___'

static charging problems are applicable generally, as is the control system

development.

'2, '

... lii

'L
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i. INTRODUCTION
i

_, A. Background

The Starprobe spacecraft has been designed for a study of the nearest

star to Earth, the Sun. Three classes of experiments have been identified

for the Starprobe mission. These are: fields and particles experiments,

imaging science experiments, and radtometric/gravitattonal experiments. The

_i perihelion distance of four solar radii will provide a unique opportunity

'," for obtaining this science data.

'i The close passage of Starprobe to the Sun also allows for precision

gravitational experiments to be performed. Using Earth-based tracking and a

. model of the sunls gravitational field, it will be possible to extract

_ii_ parameters which describe the sunts gravitational potential. There is

_'; specific interest in extracting the sun's quadrupole moment, J2' and possibly

._i_ higher harmonics, as well as gravitational parameters which arise due to

_:" relativistic effects of the sun, However, non-gravitatlonal effects, such

as solar pressure, would result in such large uncertainties in the gravlta-

tional model that little useful information would be obtained. Fortunately,

these non-gravitational effects can be almost entirely removed by incorpora-

tion of a "drag-free" translation control system. The drag-free control

system concept has been demonstrated on TRIAD, an Earth orbiting satelllte,

'_ and non-gravitational spacecraft accelerations were shown to be reduced to a

level of 5 x 10"12g's. The Starprobe spacecraft with such a control system

in conjunction with ground tracking would be able to provide valuable infor-

_ marion on the sunts gravitational field.

B. New Issues

The drag-free system on TRIAD operated at the level of 5 x lO-12g's.

This would certainly be adequate for Starprobe. However, significant

:.
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diff_ran_a_ _xl_t batweon th_a two _paeocraft and their mlnnlon anvironm_nt_•

Th_ gravity_grndiont ntabtlizod TRIAD npacocraft wan dodtcatod to proof of

the drag-,frac._ control concept. An nuch, the entire npncocraft wan configured

around this draB-free instrumentation• Moving, or vartabl_ menace were kept

to a minimum, and wore physically located on booms a largo dlstanQo from the

drag-free sensor. The eloctromagnetlc envlronmant was benign for the 800 km

Earth orbiting TRIAD. On the other hand the multi-_xperiment Btarprobe is

not uniquely configured around the drag-free system. In fact it is necessary

to achieve the required drag-free performance in spite of relaxation in

spacecraft configuration constraints. Specifically, 8tarprobe will differ

from TRIAD in the following aspects.

i) The Starprobe drag-free control system wlll not necessarily be

,: located at the spacecraft center of mass• This will produce coupling

• !
between the attitude control and translation control systems This effect

is especially pronounced during imaging slews of the spacecraft (both cross- .i
!
!

track and in-track during which time drag-free accuracy must be maintained)• ,_

2) The Starprobe drag-free control system must operate in spite

of moving antenna, articulated instruments, fuel depletion, and spacecraft

thermal distortions. These effects may all result in self-gravlty distur-

bances. 'i

3) The Starprobe drag-free control system may operate in severe

electromagnetic and high energy particle environments (solar and Jovian)[7].

Should the proof mass attain a net charge due to this environment, electro-

static forces will degrade the drag-free trajectory. (See also Appendix E.)

C. Purpose of the On-Board Estimator

To some extent, increased computational work on board the spacecraft !!

i

can compensate for some of the previously mentioned "new issues." This addi-

tional computation takes the form of an on-board estimator. ,,i
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The basle purpoa_ of the on-board o_tlmator in to provldo sta_

informat'len for the attltud_/tran_la_ion control system| to Incorporate

sonned mas_ redi_tribution and the proof ma._ position for an integrated

proof mass trajectory detemllinatio_ and to either identify, or minimize the

effects of proof mass charge.

The focus of this report will be on the various aspects of drag-

free estimation and control for Starprobe. The relevant dynamics will be

presented, first. This will be followed by sections devoted to each of the

new issue areas for drag-free control. The results will then be discussed

and future research needs identified.

II. DYNAMICS

: In order to describe the proof mass trajectory around the sun, and

the rotational and translational dynamics of the spacecraft, four vector

equations of motion are required. Prior to presenting these equations,

several figures will be presented here for concreteness, and for future

_i: reference.

_ The first figure (Fig. l) illustrates the nominal trajectory of the

: _: spacecraft around the sun. The trajectory takes the spacecraft from north

_ of the ecllpt[c plane to south of the ecliptic plane. The magnified view of

_; th_ trajectory shows the spacecraft nadir pointed.

! Figure 2 shows the spacecraft fixed coordinate system. The +_

'._ axis is in the shield direct/on, the +_: axis is up, and the +y axis is out i

of the page. This coordinate system will be adhered to for all translatloaal

and rotational motions and analysis.

Finally, Fig. 3 is a schematic of the proof mass in the progf mass
• i

cavity. Note that the center of mass of the spacecraft does not coincide

:; with the center of the cavity in this illustration.

O0000001-TSAIO
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A. Or,bital. l)ynamico

: It in t:ht-_.h:toldod pr,oof maaa lt:nolf thai: fal!owu a balliutic

:; drag_fr, oo tr,,aJoct, or,y ar,ound the ann. Tim roma:tnd_r of I:ho npacoeraft uorfov, mtl

cong_.nuout; atat:ionkcop_n8 about the proof maoo, so ,:he entire space.raft: _o

drag-free. Lot R bo I:ht_ voeto_ from ,:ha sun go the proof maoa, then the

orbital equal.lone of motion for _he proof mass Is given by

#,,. "

:iil In (2.1)U is the scalargravitationalpotentialof the Sun_ Fo%
)

_ and F are electrostaticand self-gravityforces respectlvely_ m io the
-;;i sg
: mass of the proof mass. It can be seen in the absenceof electro=taticand

: self-gravltyforces,and to the accuracyretainedhere, the proof mass follows

,:, a purely gravitational path. It is therefore vital to minimize directly

:i. the electrostatic and self-gravlty forces, and to know indirectly their

.' residual effects on the trajectory of the spacecraft.

• i'

, B. Spacecraft Translational Dynamics

; For the spacecraft as a whole to fly drag-free, a control system ;
1

'i must be implemented to maintain the spacecraft relative to the proof mass. i

A prerequisite to controlling the spacecraft in such a manner is a model of 1

_ the spacecraft dynamics with respect to the proo_ mass Letting M be the t

' _

., mass of the spacecraft, 0, the vector from the center o_ the cavity to the

,:i"! spacecraft mass cenLer, and _ the vector from the center of the cavity to

i the proof mass, the equations of motion of the spacecraft center of mass may

! be written with respect to the (inertial) proof mass as follows

c sp

i
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°:

Again, to thn accuracy retained in this model, the only forces

._ shown affecting the spacecraft are the control forces, _c' and th_ solar

pressure force, }ap' The objective of the translation control, i_ystem is

: to keep 4r small, i.o,, keep the spacecraft centered around the proof mass

" in spite of some center of mass offset. The solar pressure force is continuous

;, in nature, while the control force Is produced by on-off translation thruRters.

o : C, Spacecraft Rotational Dynamics

_!:°: Certainly, attitude control is a vital part of the Starprobe mission.

However, In the past attitude control has usually not been a part of a drag-

o: free translation control system. The reason that the topic of attitude

_,_ control must be discussed for the Starprobe drag-free control system is due

_:'' to center of mass offset from the center of the cavity. Looking at Fig. 3,

_ it can be seen that even if the proof mass is at the center of the cavity,_?.

_:s_ a rotation of the spacecraft about its mass center will produce a relative i
-_i: motlen of the proof mass in tllecavity. Essentially, if the center of mass

..... of the spacecraft is offset from the cavity center, control fuel will have to
c

:x be expended in order to cause the spacecraft to rotate about the center of the

-_il,i cavity, rather than about its center of mass. The rotational dynamics of the
-, j_

o

-_:;_:'.,_._oo_:,:, .spacecraftdd_t_may(_ �be._simply)= _c written+_sp as (2.3) 'I
+

_. _ is the spacecraft inertia tensor, _ is the spacecraft angular velocity,
_ ?_''

i'_ and T and T are control torques and solar pressure torques respectively.. c sp

v

5 D. Charge Interaction

J

The Starprobe drag-free control system must operate in a harsh

electror..agnettc and high energy particle environment, [7]. Since the proof

O0000001'TSB01
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. mass must remain isolated from the remainder of the spacecraft to achieve

drag-free performance, the possibility of the proof mass acquiring a net

'.", charge arises. Of course, if the proof mass does become charged, electro-

"* static forces will cause it to be attracted to the spncocrnft nnd thttR

i!: deteriorate the drag-free performance. In order to reduce the impact of

'._ proof mass charge, a good understanding of how the charge affects the proof

mass dynamics must be available. The model used for these studies is given

• i l as

' :: �(2.4)",i, mr= e_

where all the terms have been previously defined. It should be noted that

:._ the exact form of the electrostatic force as a function of the proof mass

_ charge, the proof mass position, and the voltages on the capacitive proof

mass position sensor plates has been an area of parallel research! 1'2)

"_ III. SPACECRAFT ATTITUDE AND TRANSLATION CONTROL SYSTEM

_i A. Control Objectives

.' The STARPROBE control system is a complete 6-degree-of-freedom

design which provides both attitude and translation control on all three

; spacecraft axes. Spacecraft attitude control will be required throughout

the entire mission while translation control is required mainly for the

drag-free solar encounter phase of the mission. The functional objectives of
i=

• the total control system can be summarized as follows:

:! i) Maintain highly accurate and stable pointing control of the

'_I! spacecraft relative to the sun and an Inertial attitude

_ reference frame.
I,

;, 2) Provide precise drag compensation and translation control of

_!. the spacecraft relative to the proof-mass trajectory reference.
- :17
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i
,ii
' i

3) Minimiz¢_ _ho control gas usage and the translntlon thrustcrA

, on/off cyclos_ o.apacially during the solar encounter when

there is a one-sided solar pre_ssur,,_force acting on the space-

craft.

-: _, 4) Minimize the disturbances on the proof mass trajectory due

6 to space'craft-proof mass dynamic interactions which arise from

sources such as electrostatic charges and self-gravlty.

Performance requirements for this control system are derived from

science experiment objectives, spacecraft design considerations, and the

: environments through which the spacecraft is expected to pass. Science
) "

.), '* •

,?, objectives were discussed earlier in this report and spacecraft design

-_: consideration_ have been studied in ottler reports. (5'6) The problems of

,; integrating a combined attitude/translatlon control system into a spacecraft
Q.

.?

with constraints on mass, power consumption, and unique thermal shielding

: pose significant limitations on the control system design. For example, the

)_ thermal shielding will necessitate that some of the control system gas Jets

:: be canted with respect to the major axes of the spacecraft, thus causing a

:: decrease in the usable amount of control force and an increase in the amount

of fuel needed to sufficiently maintain control, For reasons such as thls, it/

is very important to optimize the way in which control actions are taken so

:2 as to maximlzd their effect and minimize the fuel required, The control

system design concept that is currently being developed to provide this kind

of optimized control is sho_n_ schematically In Figure 4, The figure shows not

.!_i only the spacecraft dynamics but also the proof mass dynamics. Because the
, v

. two are coupled, the overall system performance is dependent on both. A

• complete description of this figure and a computer simulation program that is

,_! based on it Is presented In the following subs_ctlons.

O0000001-TSB03
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B. Control System Dnncriptlon
,i

The combined spacoer':ft attitude and trnnslat_Ion control system

' design shown in Figure 4 :[nc _s ti.o. incrtially r¢:ft_ronco, d dytmml.cs of the

proof mass. The spacecraft translation control Hystom ,t.s required to track |
|

'; the proof mass mot lou (i.e. tile proof mass solar flyby trajectory) such !

that the proof mass cavity is centered with respect to the proof mass. This

,,'_ means that translation control will be referenced to the proof mass position,

while attitude control will be referenced to inertial coordinates. This
,':

i_,_ , combination is acceptable because radlometrlc telemetry data from the space-

=: craft can be used to determine its position in inertial coordinates while i

" the translation control system provides the spacecraft position relative to

.2 the proof mass. Thus, the proof mass location will be known in inertial

coordinates. The primary force that will influence the proof mass and space-

_ i craft trajectories will be solar gravity. In addition to solar gravity the i

_. spacecraft will haw, solar radiation pressure acting on it. The spacecraft

_ will shield the proof mass from the solar pressure so the proof mass trajectory _i

o _ will not be affected by it. Solar gravity and pressure are represented in i

• Figure 4 by the block labeled "environment." Other forces that will influence i

the spacecraft and proof mass trajectories will be coupling effects which '!

arise from electrostatic charge and self-gravlty. These forces will act

, equally and in opposite directions on the spacecraft and proof mass as shown,

,,. The location of the proof mass in its trajectory is shown in the figure as

"_/M' 'The summation of solar gravity and pressure forces, coupling forces,

and control system forces and torques wl]l determine the spacecraft's

, trajectory and orientation. Spacecraft location and attitude are shown on

Figure 4 as XS/C and OS/C respectively. Tlle difference XS/C-_/M Is

the position of the space, raft relative to the proof mass which is labeled

tt
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AX, This rolatlve position AX w_il dotcrmlne th_ size and dircctlon of tho

coupling forces on the spncoer_ft nnd proof ma_s (this topic is diflcussed in

the subsection on proof mass charge interaction), AX will be measured by

a capacitance bridge or optical sensor and is shown on the figure as

&X (measured valuus are indicated by a ttlda -, and estimated values are

indicated by a hat ^). AX is combined with information about current

control system activity (i.e. number and direction of gas Jets that are on)

and a model df the spacecraft's dynamics to generate estimates of AX, _X,

#i

and AX. Details about the method and procedure for generating these estimates

are given in the subsection on proof mass state estimation• The estimates of

AX and AX are then used in the translation control equations to calculate

the translation error. A discussion of translation control equations appears 1

: in a later subsection. Translation commands (or bias inputs) appear as part 11
of the translation control design for completeness. Next the summed transla-

tion error is evaluated by the firing logic to determine if control action

! (i.e. firing gas Jets) should be taken. The firing logic is also capable

_ of evaluating attitude errors simultaneousl_ so that a combined but degraded

_ attitude and translation control is possible with Just a gas Jet system. +

The firing logic would then enable the appropriate gas Jets so as to reduce ,

1the control errors.

The attitude control loop is a proportional control design which

works independently of the translation control system to maintain attitude

stability. The spacecraft attitude can be sensed by sun sensors and star

trackers during cruise and by gyros during close encounter. The measured

attitude 8 is used by a simple first order filter to estimate the attitude

rates. _ and 8 are then used in the attitude control equations to calculate

00000001-TSB06
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the attitude error. The at_:ttudo control o.qua_tonn arv n t'.to plus position

feedback combination of tim form

: 0e - - [(isl e -0 e) + Kr_d] (3.1)P

where 0 is the commanded attitude and Krp is a programmable rate-to-position

, gain which provides damping to the system and can be selected for optimum

performance. The attitude error O which results from this calculation is
-, e

" then directed to a reaction wheel control subloop which in turn applies the

appropriate torques to minimize the attitude error. Although a selection of

., gas Jets or reaction wheels can be made, reaetion wheels will be the primary

attitude control actuators. There will be infrequent intervals, however,
k

• that will require gas Jets to provide de-saturatlon of the reaction wheels.

:: This completes the description of the attitude and translation control loops.

) •

_ +Although the concept of using the canted hydrazlne thrusters for both '

! attitude and translation is feasible, it will not satisfy the precision

_ pointing objectives stated earlier. Using only gas Jets for control would

_' also heavily cross-couple attitude and translation loops and lead to much !

more complex llmlt-cycle control laws for both controllers. Using thrusters ,'

for translation control and reaction wheels for proportional attitude control

allows these two control functions to be minimally coupled only through any

center-of-mass offset from the proof mass cavity center. (8) Thus, the

> behavior of each function can be w_de nearly independent of the other,

: resulting in a less dynamic and more stable spacecraft having the capability

_, to meet all tim scientific goals of the STARPROBE mission.

?,
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O. Spacecraft Simulation Program

A digital computer spacecraft simulation program (Appendix C)

was created for the purpose of studying th_ control performance achievable

: with the proposed control system design, This type ef computer p_ogram

is an important analysis _ool because it can demonstrate system level

, performance with respect to changes in any of the three principal elements

-,,. which influence control performance, (a) the environment to which the space-

craft will be exposed, (b) the spacecraft design, i.e. configuration and

mass properties, and (c) the individual components of the control system,

_ i.e. sensors, actuators, on-board computer hardware and software• The

: modular structure of the program allows the user to make changes in the

'_ aforementioned areas by simply substituting more information into the

.:_ appropriate block of data or calculations. An example of this is the specifi-

cation of the spacecraft inertia tensor which is the first block of user-

:i: specified data in the program (refer to Appendix C) The program version

....', which is listed uses a simple tensor with zero value inertia cross products.

• If an updated inertia tensor should become available it can be incorporated

into the program by substituting the new values incladlng non-zero inertia
i

_._ products. The program has been designed to handle the full 6 degree-of- _,,

_ freedom dynamics problem but may be used for reduced order studies equally ,,

• as well. To aid the user, most variables and blocks of calculations or !
--'? % _i

data are well annotated in the program. The construction of the program I
J

exactly matches the block diagram structure shown in Figure 4. Once this

block diagram is understood it is easy to find the corresponding blocks and

':: information flow paths in the simulation program. After the desired models

, (l.e. sensor, actuator, mass properties, environment, etc.) have been

.... chosen and incorporated into the program the user may select the maneuver

" 00000001-TSB08
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_o be simulatpd, Tht_ne mnnouv_ra inelude _pllc_craft turnn on any axis,

acquini_ion of eel(3n_:l.al roforenc_.s, or mnJntp, nnnc_ of _tondy ntn_p pointing

and poaitlon3ng. Maneuver solectlon glw_a the analyst spvoral _;ontrol mod_s

for studying Control performano_. In addition, the ut_or may specify proof:

mats and _pacocraf_ initial eond_tion_ (pof_itionf_and rato_O, Ovo ra)i the

program is very flexible and i_ oa_ily used to study a wide range of control

problems. The program is written in Continuous System Simulation Language

in a manner so that someone with minimal computer experience will understand

it. Some experience with the JPL UNIVAC computer system is necessary for

running the program.

After the program was developed it was first used to study the

performance of the on-board proof mass state estimator which is discussed

in the next subsection. This was a natural choice for the first set of

simulation runs because estimator performance can be investigated with

a minimum of program complexity. It is desirable to eliminate all error

sources except the estimator from the control system in order to study

only estimator performance within the framework of the total system.

This was accomplished by using "ideal" models for all of the control

system's sensors and actuators except for the AX sensor. Simplified

models of the environment, spacecraft dynamics, and control laws were

al o employed to minimize the complexity and cost of conducting the

Inw,stigation. The program listing which appears as Appendix C is a

copy of the program version that was used in the proof mass state

•_ estimator performance study.

: The slmulation program is currently being used to study and

develop the translatlon control laws. For that study the proof mass

estimator equations and AX sensor model are replaced with idealized

I
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• vocstona no that Chc Crnnsla_ion control p_rformancc is _olely daponden_

upon the control,laws, The vorsaCillty of tho proRram a11owa the analynC

to study not onl,y major oystcm changes (e.g. control with and wighout a

proof mass statc cotimator) but alao paramotrtc ehangco (o.g. con_rollcr

and ostimator Baln vnrlatlons).

D. Proof Mass Stat_ Estimation

The purpose of the proof mass state estimator is to provide

accurate estimates of the proof mass position and velocity with respect

to the S/C frame. This information is required by the translatlon control

system and the various error compensation models that incorporate proof

mass position dependent forces (such as self-gravlty and charge dlstur-

bances). As this estimation is to be done on board, computational

simplicity is an important consideration in the estimator's design.

_: Initially a Kalman filter based on the full dynamics was

designed. This 6-state estimator has the form

_ • " ^ T -i ^
" x = F(_,_,p,p,p)x + PH R (y-Hx) + u + a (3.2a)

sp

_ = FP + PFT + Q - pHTR"I RP (3.2b)

where y is the vector consisting of the three proof mass position measure-

ments, H is the 3 x 6 matrix selecting the observed states (position),

q _ lO'4mm2/sec 3 diag (0 1 0 1 0 i) is the filter-assumed spectral
i,

density of the process disturbance, and R = 2.5 x 10"5mm2scc diag (i i I)

is the spectral density of the measurement disturbance.

•, The sensitivity of the estimator to the arguments of F was

exercised by assuming either complete knowledge or no knowledge of these

O0000001-TSBIO
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_ param_tera during a simulat_d 5° yaw turn. In the first simulation compl_t_

: knowledge of the parameters was a_st_mod. Furthermore the center of mass

' was ink,onto be at the aavlty center and stationary, In the second ,Imu_

fallen the conger of mass was again tak(m to b_ n_atlonary, buC displaced
,:

10 cm along the z-axis. As this estimator had neither knowledge of this

.... displacement nor knowledge of the angular terms_ _, and _, the arguments

of F were set to zero in this simulation. In each simulation a colored

•" noise process disturbance with variance 10"4mm2/sec4 and correlation time :i

(_ of i0 sec was prusent. Also noisy position measurements (Gaussian, zero- :

mean, independent, lc = .05 mm) were available every I0 milliseconds.

°" The results of the simulations are given in Table 3.1 below.

• "" Table 3.1. Simulation Results for Proof Mass State Estimator

_ Average Absolute Error

:) Simulation rx rx rz rz._ ,,m i

1 6.16xlO'3mm 9.OOxlO'3mm/see 8.89xlO'3mm 9.32xlO'3mm/sec
. ,.,,.,|,, , , ,,

2 6.23xlO'3mm I 9.31x!O'3mm/sec i 8.89xlO'3mm 9.31xlO'3mm/sec

!-// ,

_:i First note that without filtering the average absolute error in ,

_..i the position measurement would be about .04 mm (X=N(O,2.Sxl0"3mm2)_EIX I".04 ram).

:_.".' Thus the filter improves the measurement accuracy by more than a factor of

four. Next note that there is negligible gain in including the arguments

of F into the filter. This Is easily explained. Executing the yaw turn

<l.25xlO-4rad/see 2 Coupling
_. results in [_y[max<2xlO-3rad/secand I;y[ma x •

, these values with thu bounds Irl<5=, ll<l.Smm/sec,and Ipl<loommreveals

that the acceleration due to the kinematic terms is less than .Ol _/sec 2
/i

in thest_ simulations. This value is In the noise level, and thus has llttle

,l
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impact on filter performance. We may thorofora dol, nt_ tormt_ in th_ filter

do.:l.gn, Thin In fortunate :l,n that _ho _ntlmator (3.2) in fully coupled and

tlmo_wlry!ng, wh$1(_ tile aupprotmton of th.rlo t_rma l,_ada _n n docouplod

_nt_mator that all.owtt atoady ntato galnn (tmo Appnnd_x B for d_tl_gn),

g. Tranalation (]ontvol. l,aw Development

In Section V of thiu report tranulation control concepts such as

single-sided limit cycling and integral errors are presented. These

concepts were demonstrated using a simple single axis control case. It is

sho_m that these concepts would enable the system to meet the translation

control objectives which are to:

(1) Maintain stable spacecraft positioning control relative to

the proof mass, and be compatible with attitude control.

(2) Minimize the control gas usage and the number of thruster

on/off cycles.

: (3) Minimize spacecraft induced disturbances on the proof

mass trajectory.

Currently the concepts which were demonstrated for the single axis case
::

are being studied to determine how they apply to the full 3-axis controller.

The 3-axis controller has many more constraints than the single axis

controller does. One of the most important concerns for the 3-axls controller

design will be the effects of having gas Jetv canted with respect to the space-

craftIs princ:ipat axes. The heat shield configuration requires that the

gas Jets be canted. The canted Jets will not only require more fuel, (as

compared to non-canted Jets) but also can result in a further loss of

control forces due to plume impingement onto other parts of the spacecraft.
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_ant.od tan Join wt11. alna load Ca o,ro_n_cauplad contr_.l farc.n which wJ.].l

;_ dr:l,vo _ho doadband 1,1m__.teyel,.tng _.n a manner _hnt In not. ynt- defined, A

.. bettor dof_nff.t*on of! _ho npneoeraft confff.V, uraCion and heat ohlo].d donl_;.

l,l ncco.flttary hufo_o the prob].(_mn of canted t_,asJoin can be ftl],].y analyzed,

Another concern which arises J.n the design of t:he 3-oxttq contro,l,]or ,trl how

much the attitude nnd t'r.anslation control functt.ono art: d_couplcd, 1£ the
t

gas Jets alone arc used for both attitude and translation control, then

roaliatlcally thouc functions cannot be decoupled. The reaction wheel

approach avoids having to contend with this severe control problem, and

enables compatibility with the previously stated control objectives.

): Proof mass charge is yet another major concern in the design of the

3-axis translation control laws. Referring again to Figure 4 it can be

_i seen that the coupling effects of charge will create positive feedback
i
1
i' loops around both the proof mass and the spacecraft. (This is obvious '
I

because the static charge creates a larger attraction force the closer

the proof mass is to the cavity wall.) This destabilizing force is primarily

,_ a function of the charge magnitude and the separation distance between the

proof mass and the cavity wall, (Refer to section IV for a more complete

" discussion on proof mass charge effects.) The control system design

problem is then to determine how the separation distance should be
2

regulated so as to minimize the destabilizing charge effects and alsot

minimize the amount of control gas expended. If the proof mass were always

' kept ex'act___in the center of the cavity then there would be no net charge

force and the destabllization problem would never occur. To do this

however, would obviously require a much higher control authority _ which

i(
,!
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implies that a greater amount of control energy must he 8pont, If minimum

fnal oxpandltura woro tho only goal, tlmn _ho ntattc chargo foreo would ho

all.owod to dr_vo tim proof mare1 away from a porfoct hal.at gravt,_y traJoetory.
t

llowovor,tho non,col t_y,tomdonl.gnmun_ _vy to mlnlm_go both fuel oxpondl-=

tuvo and proof mane dl_tu_baneoa, The integral control approach d_ncunt_cd

In suctlon V,B io o_o method that offers Just such a benefit. Although

the Integral control concept has been investigated for a alngle axis model,

a 3-axis development has not been done yet, There aro s_voral questions

_ that need to be studied before a 3-axle controll.ercan be completely deslgned_

. One important question is how should the control strategy for the x and y

' axes differ from the z axls,since it doesn't seem likely that x and y

•_. deadband limit cycling will be slngle-slded like the z axls. Heat shield _i
l

, as2mmetries, thermal warping, and non-nadir agtltude will all give rise t_ :

.: x and y axis disturbance forces which cannot be predicted to the same level

: of confidence as the nominal solar pressure force, Since t_-esignature of '

_i these forces cannot be predicted,the translation control design must provide
%_,_

_, performance that is as insensitive as possible to these disturbances.

!._ No matter what control concept is selected for the 3-axls _.'stem.there

are still other constcaints that will influence the control design and perfor-

_ mance_ One parameter that needs to be studied is the re,troller bandwidth,
I

._.,i_ This may be a very important parameter if flexible structurea are to be

'! attached to the male spacecraft body. Rotating sclcnce platforms may also

influence the control design since they could create additional disturbances

_i due to _ass and momentum unbalances, Any rotating parts may have a momentum
t

_._ vector that will interact with the controller thus makln_ the bandwidth

: _ parameter even more important, One other otudy which mast be done to
I

9.1 support the controller design is to determine a method for selecting control

i_ ... ,.. ........ .... ...... _.,, .................................................... ,. .:.............. :-............ : ...- \

........ooooooo
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_: _;a:l.ns. B_cauao o[ tho rapid elmnge in _olar pretmurc during th_ clo_

: encounter It may be n(_c_maary for the control gainn to vary also. It hen

._ not ycL boon determined tf time varying or state dependent control gain

"" wl, lJ. be require.d. If they are required a method for ascertaining the appro-

II,,

priate gains must be developed,

!_,._ In summary, it is clear that the control system performance must

_ remalr relatively constant over a very wide range of disturbance environ-
L__ q'

_, ments. To meet this goal it is evident that several important technology

areas still need to be investigated before a 3-axis controller design can

_t

, be adequately specified.

i_, *It has been proposed to identify the static charge by perturbing the proof

:S mass with a known force and observing its resulting motion. Any uncertainty

°::_ in the perturbation force wlll only add to the existing uncertainty about

!__;2: the charge. This would make the problem of controlling the spacecraft

•_ with respect to the proof mass even mc:e difficult. In the case of a large

_ ,.,i, perturbation force, or static charge force, the proof mass motion can become

too fast for a low bandwidth controller to track (this has been demonstrated

: :_ using the spacecraft simulation program). This would result in a loss of

,, spacecraft stability relative to the proof mass. It is felt that one of

: ,:_ the co_,trol objectives must be to minimize the disturbances on the proof

mass trajectory caused by charge, even if the magnitude of the charge is

unknown or unmeasurable.

:!._

:' li

.¢[,

',, ,¢
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IV. DEflI_NOF THE PROOF RAftSCffARGEESTIMATOR

_. Although the proof mass in the drag-free system for Starprobo

is shielded from forces external to the spacecraft, there are several !
q

factors within the spacecraft environment that can significantly degrade i

_: drag-fr_ performance. Among these is an attraction of the proof mass to

_' the cavity shell due to charging of tl.L_oof mass. See Appendix E

" and [7]. ,I

• A possible solution to this problem is to obtain a reliable

estimate of the charge and then include it in the error compensation model.

_' However, this cannot be done a priori since predictability of the exact

charge is not possible. This constraint suggests a filtering approach to

the problem. To this end a charge force model has been developed ([1],[2])

i:_ that describes the motion of the proof mass as a function of charge,

' the position dependent capacitance of the ball-cavity system, and the plate

Z
potentials. (For a complete discussion of the details the reader is

/:

,° referred to Alwar [i],) Incorporating this dynamical description into the

.:: disturbance model (32) the charge becomes "observable" through the position

: of the proof mass.

:i In this section an extended Kalman filter is developed for the

purpose of charge estimation. Also the effect of varying parameters on

filter performance is analyzed.

A, The Extended Kalman Filter

"' Before addressing the specifics of the problem of charge estimation,

: an overview of the general mt,thodology slmll be discussed.

For brevity we shall write the modeled proof mass equations of

:-"_ motion as

= f(r,q,t) + wt (4.1)



;:
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where r Is a 6-dimensional vector reprosantlnfl the poslt:ton and velocity of

tI

the proof mass In the cavity, q la the charge, t is time, and wt in a

*- white noise process represontlng a random acec_lorntlon. The ineluslon of

, " the noise term wt can improve filter performance in the presence of unmodeled

• : forces [3]. Since this is typically the case when maklnR the transition from

. a true physical system to a mathematical representation of the system,

,, including such a term is customary.

Now assume q is constant or a slowly vary'ing parameter, We then

model q as a Brownlan motion and append it to the state x to obtain the

-. augmented state vector x = [q]. Thus (4.1) can be rewritten as

= + ;(t) (4.2)

o#:, where ? = [_1 and wt = [_t] with zt the white noise process driving q.

, With the capacitive plck-off sensor (or an optical device) the

: proof mass position is measured. This observation process can be deserlbed

,:,, as

::i Yt ffi Hxt + vt (4.3)

wherey t is the measured observation, H is a matrix selecting the observed

.. states (position), and v t is a white noise process representing the accuracy

of the measurements. Given the spectral densities of the wt and v t

processes, say Q a:_d R respectively, equations (4.2) and (4.3) define a

....._° filtering problem, I.e., determine the unbiased minimum variance estimate
^

x(t) of X(t) given tileobservations {y(s): s < t},
.!-

• 'rilesolution to this problem is In general intractable. But in

the case that (4.2) is linear i.e. f(x,t) = F(t) x(t), the solution is

given by tile Kalman-Sucy filter..

x = Fx + I'HIR -l(y - }Ix) (4.4a)

' P = FP + PFT + Q- PIJ'_R-IHI ) (4.4b)
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In the problem that concerns us f is nonlinear. Howow_r, the

linear result above can be applied to this problem by llnearl_ing about

a known trajectory. The extended Kalman flIte_r Is based upon llnearization

about the eatlmated trajectory. The eontinuot,s version of these equations

is

-_(_,t)+PRa'R"I(y-£) (4.5a)

A *4

0 = _f (x,t) P + P {_f (x,t)}T pHTR'IH P (4.5b)_ _ + Q-
An important feature of the extended Kalman filter is that the

gains, pHTR -I, must be computed in real time. This drawback occurs because
A

the covariance equation (4.5b) involves the filtered trajectory x, which

( cannot be known a priori.

B. Model Simplification

" For completeness the electrostatic force model along the z axis
b

is given below, [1,2].

., 2 6
•. 1 qp p-A '

:. rz._o(VI_V3){E(V2+V4+Vs+V6)+ g K(VI+V3)+ _ A - R ( _ Vi) }
i

r

.: + _-_ _=o{2F(VI+V3) (V2+V4+V5+V6) + 2 G (V2+V 4) (V5+V 6)

+ 2 1 VIV 3 + 2J(V2V4+V5V 6) + L(VI2+V32)

6 q2 N
' + _ ( _ Vi )2 + _ + M(V22+V42+V52+V62) 44.6)
, i"l (Cob)2

6

+ _Co gP (B(VI+V3)+D(V2+V4+V5+V6)) - _'-i72qoR--PN(i=lZ vl)

2P 2 0 p2A2 _ 2
R (B(VI+V3)+D(V2+V4+V5 +vb) ) ( _ Vt) - _ff-- (VI-V3) }t=i

ry p2A2
+ b-- co(Vl"V3) (V2-V4) {1! - --R----_}

r p2A2
+ ,b_-%(VI-V3)(Vs-V6) {H R }

" O0000001-TSC04
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where q _ charge, V _ pnt_mtla;l on ith plate, and _he other terms are known

com_tantH deriw_d from tim configuration of tht_ drag-fro, e _e, nsor. 1!o

-, deduce the charge from proof mass motion this model, must be inserted into

the disturbance model. The resulting equations of motion simplify consld-

erably under the following assumptions.

' (I) the center of mass of the S/C is fixed,

i (2) the S/C angular rates are zero,

i_ (3) the plate potentials on the z-axls are of equal magnitude

.,_ and opposite sign, and the remaining plates are grounded.

The first two assumptions allow us to set the basic requirements

•,-_ for charge estimation - voltages on plates, accuracy of measurements_ level

of charge, etc. Once bounds on these parameters are established, then we
J

_: can proceed with the analysis of introducing S/C angular rates and a non-

•.,'_ stationary center of mass. The third assumption, although a matter of

: convenience, is easily Justified by noting that the force due to charge

-:i along any given axis is independent of the other axes. Hence, the charge

is not observed through the coupling terms, and consequently this assump-

',

tlon has no impact on estimator performance.

C, Filter Design

" With the assumptions above, (4.6) conveniently decouples and it

!" is sufficient to consldcr the dynamics along the z-axls

_: _ 4p2A 2
.." rz" = 2V(t)qmbRpA., + m'_° [V=(t) (2L - R ) + e -b.Rlrz + u(=) + asp + fd (4.7)

O

Wh_2rl _

r = dlsplm't,mt,nt (meters)

q = charge (coulombs)

V(t) = potcntlal (volts)
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¢ _ pormlttlvlty of freo space (8.854 x 10"12 farads/m)
o

m _ mass of proof mass (.2 kg)

a _ radius of proof mass (.011 m)

b = radius of cavity (.020 m)

u(t) = modeled control law (see sec. III)

u _ modeled acceleration due to solar pressure (lO'4m/sec 2)

fd t sum of unmodeled/mlsmodeled acceleratlons,

and, corresponding to a/b = .55 (see [I])

A ffi 3.317

L = 6.424

N ffi 1.466

p - 1.203

R = 15.36

Since the disturbance term fd in (4.7) is unknown, in the filter

design it is replaced by a white noise process wt (recall that this is

required for stability of the steady state filter). With the assumption

that q is constant over small time durations (500 seconds), the filter

will be designed from the dynamics

xlffix2 (4.8)
E

+ m-b°r ( _ 4p2A2R q2N u(t) + a + wtx2 = 2V(t)_qmbRp__AA iV2 t, (2L -)+ ]x +
2b2 R i sp

o

and the observations

y = xI + v (4.9)

where xI = rz, x2 = _z' and vt Is again a white noise process reflecting

measurement uncertainty.

"4

• " " " " " " " 7 •
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i

:l NoC{_ that (4.8) is nonllnonr. Thus we shall make use. of tilt,

extended Kalman filter. I,et Q and r denote the npectral, durra]ties of the

[0 w 01T and v processes respectively. Then making the appropr:[ate sub-

stttutions into (4.5a) and (4.5b), the extended Kalman filter for this
i

problem is

"I" " ^ .1

x 1 x 2

¢° [V2 4-_RA2) _b2 R
t 2V(t:)_l pA + (t) (2L - + ]Xl + u(t) + asp +
X2 " mbR

0

q . 0

,, I.p (y - (4.9a)
:_" r

I:' ;°°i p 0 P (4.9b)
i_ _ " 21o 2 P+ P o + q "T

0 ;
'. i 0 f23
• i

where

'T

• f2a." _ [v2(t) (v. - + l
O

2V(u) pA
f23 = 'mbR +

_' : 2b2 R xl
O

Before proceeding with a discussion of filter performance, some

general remarks on the structure of this filter are in order.

The need for resorting to an extended Kalman filter for charge

: estimation arises because of the nonlinearity introduced by q2 in (4.8).

If this term did not appear, then the filter constructed above would

'; reduce to the ordinary Kalman-Bucy filter. Furthermore, if we have the

..i following strong inequality
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--- ' mbR (4.10)
0

(i.e. when the significance of the nonlinearity diminishes), we would

expect the performance of the extended Kalman filter to be similar

to that of a Kalman-Bucy filter designed without knowledge of the q2

term.

Now suppo0e (4.10) holds and consider the Kalman-Bucy filter Just

described. By adding a noise term in the model dynamics for q (equation

_ (4.8)), it was determined that the resulting Kalman-Bucy filter is uniformly

completely controllable and observable. Moreover, since the model errors

are bounded (the deleted q term is included here now), it can further be

° shown that the true covarlance of the state estimate is uniformly-- t
bounded [31. ]

The conclusion from this is that we are reasonably assured that the i

...., extended Kalman filter will "work" in some fashion, i.e. the estimated i

!_ state will not diverge from the true state, i
,}

;: D SimulationS, and Analysis of Results !

_' The parameters exercised in the simulations include charge, i

observation noise, process noise (disturbances), and plate potential '!

_ amplitude and frequency• As only one proof mass-cavlty configuration was ,i!
I_/

used, the capacitance coefficients and the proof mass radius and mass were

' fixed in the simulations.

._ Below we give the range of nmgnitudes these parameters were allowed

to take, and the rationale behind the choice.

Two values of charge were selected to be estimated, I0"ll coulombs

and I0"I0 coulombs. The first value is near the bound at which the charge

begins to degradedrag-freeperformance(i.e.producingaccelerations
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8reator than lO'gm/s_e2), while the second value roprenonts an a pontor:lorl

upper hound on the charge for the f1.1t¢_rto bc vlahlc (we*l].Ks, to this

later).

In each of the simulations it was assumed that noisy proof mass

position information was available every i0 milllsoconds, It was further

assumed that the sensor noise was zero-mean, Gaussian, and independent,

Standard deviation values of 5p and 50B were chosen to exercise this

parameter. These values are in the range of realistic displacement sensor

resolution.

The process noise reflecting the unmodeled/mlsmodeled disturbances

was always taken to be a stationary, exponentially correlated Gausslan

process. The time constant of the process was varied between i0 sec and

50 sec, and the variance of the process was varied between 100B2/sec4

and 2500 _2/sec4 The reasoning here stems from the anticipation that a

!major contributor to the disturbance fd will be a mismodeled (non-steady

component) solar pressure. Thus the variances reflect the assumption that _:ii

the disturbance magnitude is between 10% and 50% of the modeled solar

pressure. The choice of time constants expresses the belief that the

dynamics occurs at low frequencies associated with attitude motions and

heat shield asymmetries or surface irregularities.

The proof mass was excited by _ square wave potential in each

simulation. This choice is useful for charge estimation in that a "dither"

due to the charge effect is superimposed on the proof mass trajectory at

a known frequency. Presumably if this frequency is sufficiently isolated

from the effective frequencies of the unknown disturbances, then the

estimate of charge will not be seriously degraded by these disturbances•

=,
/
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Th_ fr_quonelo_ selected rangcd from .05 hz to .5 hz, nnd _ho po_ntlaln

ranged from 250 v to 1000 v. Those values wor_ driven _o a grca_ extent

i._ by the o_hcr paramatars.

Given a particular set of parameters, observations were generated

via Qquationo (4.7) and (4.9). The filter designed for a set of parameter_

a2sec
was obtained via equations (4.8) and (4.9), with r ffi lO_ (_ ffi l standard

_' deviation of measurement noise) and Q = 100_2/sec 3. The initial estimate

of the charge was always taken to be zero. Also the initial variance P33(0),

was selected so that 3 q2 = P33(0) "

Before examining the speci_Ico of the analysls, a Criterion for

Judging estimator performance is necessary.

_ Recall that the drag free objective is to assure that unmodeled

accelerations on the proof mass do not exceed lo'gm/sec 2. From equation

(4.7) it follows that the acceleration due to charge alone (i.e. when v = 0)

is

:- q2N l ,'rzl
(4.11)

• 2mb3R
o

Thus to guarantee that the absolute difference betwee." the estimated and

o: actual acceleration is less than 10"9m/sec 2, it is necessary that

^ 10"% mb3R 10-25
Iq-ql o . z.s x ^ (4.12)

[rzl lq_[ N lrz I [q+ql

with the inequality above in mind, we create three categories for ranking

filter performance. They are:

Category A - Estimator satisfies (4.12) with Irzl = 4.5 x iO3 m over

the last 50 sec. of the run.

Category B - Estimator satisfies (4.12) with Irz[ = 2.25 x 10-3 m over

the last 50 see. of the run.
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Category C - The complement of categories A and B,

Thonn ranklnsn bafllcally give a moaAuro as to how narrow the

doadband in the trantdat:lon control systnm must be sot to attain the required

drag free performance.
t

An unfortttnat¢_ramLf:Icatloll of (4.12) :[13that the greater th¢:

• ', charge, the more prfie:l,_e tim o.stimate net:dx_ to be. To put this into

perspective, assume an actual, charge of 5 x 10-12 coulombs is to be

estimated. In this case an _stimate of 0,0 is acceptable. On the other

:: hand if the value of the charge is 10-9 coulombs, then it would be necessary

": for the estimate to be within 10"14 coulombs.

The simulations that were performed are presented in Table 4.1.

We shall first investigate the results of the simulations

involving a charge of I0-II coulombs. Substituting into (4.12) we find

A

-- _ that the estimate q must satisfy

':; 8.2 X I0-12 ] r1.15 x 10-II _ cagegory A

_ j, <_ _ (4.13)s.s x zo / .29 x xo - categoryB
t.

_ Note that only one simulation (#6) at the lower voltage made the

A category. This is not surprising since a higher voltage results in a

greater "dither" of the proof mass. The role of the voltage and frequency

is most readily observed in the propagated variances. These variances

reflect how well the filter "thinks" it is performing. It is apparent

: from Table 4.1 that higher voltages and/or lower frequencies result in

smaller variances, Now since the acceleration due to the quadratic charge

term is independent of these parameters, we arc led to conclude that the

_ bulk of the identification is done through the linear charge term. This

too is not surprising, slnco with thlL_ st,t of parametl,r8 (V=250-I000

q=lO -II coulombs) tile q acceleration dominates tileq2 acceleration by 2-3

orders of magnitude.
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Obaorvac_on Pz'ocoo_ 'l'orm_nnl,

1 10"llcoul 1000v .5 hz 5p 101_, 10 o_c 1,76x10"23coul 2 A2 " " .1 hz " " " ,I.,24xlO'23cou 12 C

3 " " .05hz " " , " 1,21XlO'23coul2 C

4 " " .I hz " " , 50 sac 1,24x10"23coul2 C

5 " " .2 hz " " , 25 eec 1.34x10"23coul 2 A

6 " 250v " " " " 1.78xlO'22coul 2 A-

7 " 1000v " " 50p, _ i.34XI0"23cou12 B

8 " " " 50_ 101J, " 2.30x10"23 cou12 D

9 " 250v .5 hz 5g 101_, 10 eec 2.23xlO'22cou12 B+

i0 " lO00v " 50 _ " " 2,58x10 "22 coul 2 B-

11 " " .2 hz 5_ " , 10 sec 1,34xlO'23coul 2 A

12 " " ..5 hz " 100., .005 sec 1.76xlO'23coul 2 B-

13 lo'lOcoul " .2 hz " lOp, 25 sec 1.35xlO'23coul2 B

14 " " " 50 IJ " " 2,32xlO'23coul 2 Ct

15 " 250v " 5 _ " " 2.09)dO'22coul2 C0

*This is the filter propagated vartance_ not the actual variance.
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Ne.xr., not;_ Chal: nonn of t.hn stmulntlonn wit-h obmar.vntton noin_

of 501_rondo tim A _atmRory, This crm b_ _xplntn_d by t_ho followinp;

/IITRUlIIOnl;,

FomminR now on t:he fl-t:erm, ldnc_ th4.. in what: _ho fg:l,l:or pr;lmnr:t:[y

1
ronpondn I;o, a qu_ek eompul:nt;:[on y:leldn In-b_ 12VqpA[ _ _lll/noc 2 (for V_]O(){}).

Therefore over a per led ol_ T tlecondt] t n wh£ch V _ conlltant:, I_ilo porturbnt;_on

AZ, due to thin acceleration ilJ approximately

FT -FT
An "_ "--_ [t_ + c - l] (microns) (4.14)

2r-
wh_re

'' /_ 4p2A2'r= Ivl (2L- _) = .14

Taking T = 2.5 sec, we get a "dither" amplitude of about 3.15 _.

Obviously a 50_ resolution displacement sensor is going to run into a

sensitivity problem here since the motion is down at the 1/15_ level. This

.__. problem however, does not occur with a 5_ sensor.

,; Referring Co (4.14) we see that increasing V or T results in an

• exponential increase in the dither. Although increasing the voltage would
7

significantly enhance the identification, the trade-off in the translation

control performance quickly becomes intolerable (see See. IIl). The alter-

native then is to decrease the dither frequency. Unfortunately this too has

its drawbacks - which brings us to the role of process noise.
%

The parameters of the disturbance were exercised in simulations 2, 4

_: and 7. The results indicate a great sensitivity to the correlation time of

" the process, and _* lesser sens:Itivity to the variance of the noise process.

!? Loosely speaking, the failure o[ the filter in these simulations

?, can be attributed to the disturbance baying too much power at the d_ther

[:

frequency. It is easy to see how the filter breaks down in this case. The

acceleratlon due to charge is approximately ip/sec 2, while the disturbance
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_ 18 o_O order of mtl_lltud_ _r_tltor, Obviouflly, If the dlflturbal!ce

: h_ flub_l_anti_l sppatrn], content at the _xcitntlon fr_qu.n_.y convorg_noo

,: will b_ nlow, nnd not n¢_contmcJ,].ytu thn _-.orr_e_v_luv., Thn fo!.l,owJ.ng

"worf_t _nfl_" o_a,_plo 111ustrntof_ this point.

Suppers th. alloturbanely,fd' and the plato potontla],tlare bothT

: conotan_. In thin case _he effoe_ of _he e,harp,o lu virtually indlntlngu_fl|lable

from tim disturbance. As a reuul_ r.hof:l,lte,r will attribute the disturbance

to the el,argo. Now when the charge is constant or 81owly varyln_ the filter

believes it learns its value very well. Consequently, the relative error

in tlle estimate will be Ifd[/l_see 2.

' Based on the simulation results (where fd " 10U/sec2' i_ value)

i and the example above, it is clear that "dithering" substantially reduces

estimation errors due to mlsmodellng.

: So on the one hand we would like the dither to be fast to reduce

-:_

model errors, while on the other hand we require it to be slow enough to be

visible to the sensor.

_/ : There are a few other deductions that call be made from the illus-

tration above. To this end rewrite equation (4.7) as
ko

" k2V2rzii_ rz = klVq + + fd (4.15)

6=0

Note that the disturbance now incorporates the quadratic charge ter_.

Suppose a Kalman-Bucy filter is derived for this dynamical system (with

fd replaced by a white noise disturbance model and the same observation

_:: process in (4.9)). It is not difficult to show in this case that the variance

in the charge estimate P33(t)+O as t-_o. We would therefore anticipate the

terminal variances to be near zero. This, however, was not the case. The

terminal variances were it, the 1.3 x 10-23 to 2.4 x 10-22 coulomb range,
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less than two orders of magnitudet undor the initial variance, Although

it may be argued that the covarlance in the _xtonded Kalman _ilter is coupled

to the state estimate (while the Kalman-Bucy filter is not), and hence

susceptible to model errors, it was found that _h_ prlnc_pal drivers of the

variance wore the parameters independent of the disturbance -voltage,

:,_° dither frequency, and observation noise. (And as to be expected, higher

voltage, slower dither, and better observations produced smaller variances.)

::_? Furthermore, a white noise simulation (#12) produced errors consistent

_=::!_ with the propagated variance (io error • 4 x 10-12 coulombs). From this we ,_

: conclude that the filter believes it needs more time to converge, i.e., it

•=_o is still sensitive to new observations after 500 seconds,

,_._ Convergence can be hastened by increasing V, decreasing R, or

_ decreasing Q. If we choose to have the filter conform to the model, the first

,_ two possibilities are out of the question by virtue of previously discussed

,% .

;_. _. constraints. This leaves us with the selection of the spectral density Q,

i_. which is essentially a reflection of how much the model deviates from reality.
:-= .

_ _ Thus not only is the filter sensitive to model errors, it is also sensitive
?

_ to its perception of these errors.

i_i The obvious conclusion to be drawn here is that given the existing

constraints on plate potentials and sensor resolution, a more thorough
e"

• ..' understanding of the disturbance environment is needed. A cursocy analysis

' of the problem is given in Appendix A.

_, One other deduction can be made based on the analysis stemming from
<,

,:.,_ the model (4.15) - the extended Kalman filter is superfluous at this magnitude

of charge, This f¢,llows from the observation that the extended Kalman filter

requires a dither acceleration of l],/8ec2, while the acceleration due to the
t
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• quadratic tvrm iv charge is

----_2N _ lO'2_/soc 2

%

Thus according to previous arguments, neglecting the quadratic term will
*

contribute less than 1% error in the estimate. And discarding this term

is equivalent to replacing the extended Kalman filter with a Kalman-Bucy

filter.

_ All of the analysis above pertains to the case where q = i0"II coulombs.

The situation changes significantly for increasing charge levels. This is

"_, due to the tightening of the error requirement (4.12). Whereas an 18% error

:_ is tolerable at i0"II coulombs, the requirement drops to .18% at I0-I0 coulombs.

No simulation achieved this level of performance. Simulation 13

stayed within an approzimate .3% band of the actual value, while simulations

14 and 15 were in a 1% - 2% range, Using a ranking system that is equivalent

_: to the rankings for the simulations run at i0-II coulombs, we find that

simulation 13 is a marginal "B", and simulations 14 and 15 are unequivocal

, licit t s .

One noteworthy aspect of these simulations is that the terminal

variances were in the same range as the variances in the previous simulations. ':!

Thus there was 3-4 orders of magnitude decrease from the initial variance.

This is not entirely surprising since we had earlier anticipated the stability

of the filter, which implies that the initial statistics are forgotten.

:7 An extremely important element in all the simulations was the

assumption of perfec_ knowledge of the voltage. Errors in this knowledge

'_ propagate two types of disturbance compensation errors. First, a bias in

the estimate of the voltage will yield a proportional error in the charge
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• P._ltJma_:. An w_ hnw: _oo.n with lncr(:nBin_ chlirg)e vn.l,.o_, thin type of c,.rror

can quickly boaomodl_l;t)tro._. The _)l,rond type of t_rror, _t|t|_ prt_ont_3 n

" potonLially _Ireatorproblem, :l.nthe actu¢l]S/C trajectory error Introduced
4,

__::._ by Lhe V2 term, Recalll.ngtheftwc have e.ssent_allyset a roquiromo,,tof

V = i000 volts to Identify the charge, the acceleration due to this

= : potential is

6,"

:; _o V2 4p_A 2] 10-3) = lO-4m/sec2_.:. _ [2L -- (4.5 x 8.6 x (4.16)
=;=¢

/."

-,,_. Thus to ensure an error of less than, 10-9m/sec2 we need
,, %

A

°,", IV - VI : 10"3V . (4.17)

:, Integral control can compensate for this error to some extent. But needless-

:_,_. to-say, a closer look at thls problem will be necessary.

V. INTEGRAL CONTROL

_:,_ A. Rationale for Integral Control Disturbance Reduction

During close encounter, solar pressure will be the dominant non-

" gravitational force acting on the spacecraft. Furthermore, since the space-

/: craft is nadir pointed, the solar pressure will be in a constant direction

in spacecraft coordinates. As a result, the translation control system

_, will b_ operating in a nearly slngle-slded limit cycle along the z axis.

,. A proportional control system (the continuous approximation of the
o_

on-off control system) acting on the second order spacecraft dynamics in the

presence of a constant disturbance will produce a constant proof mass position

offset. Consequently, the proof mass will spend a larger portion of its time

" on the -z axis than it will on the +z axis.

Any mechanism for producing a proof mass disturbance due to a

constant proof mass offset will thus be enabled through the cr_tlcal
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perihelion passage. Proof mass charge and self-gravity are two such

mechanisms.

Thero exist several methods for minimizing proof mass disturbances

du_ to charge and self-gravity. Since some proof mass disturbances result

from the proof mass not being centered in the cavity, one approach is to

reduce the proof mass travel range by "tightening" the drag-free control

system. In theory, this may be accomplished by expending a great deal more

control fuel.

A second approach is to permit larger excursions of the proof mass

while monitoring both the proof mass charge, and the vehiclemass distribution.

This allows for real time computation of the proof mass disturbances, effects

which can then be included in the drag-free trajectory estimation. However,

a difficulty arises in trying to monitor the proof mass charge.

The charge "identification" procedure requires some type of proof

mass zorced vibration or dither; the larger the response of the proof mass

to the known dither, the greater the proof mass charge. In order to make

the proof mass response visible to the existing proof mass sensor system, a

sizable force must be applied to the proof mass. Although this force is

'known," the relatlve precision to which it must be known increases as the

magnitude of the identification force increases. The accuracy to which the

adverse effects of the charge identification procedure can be removed will

depend upon the applied force knowledge.

Integral control is the trad_tlonal appoach to minimizing the

effects of constant disturbances. As applied to drag-free control, a very

low bandwidth integral control term can be added to the present drag-free

control scheme. Because the integral effect is low bandwidth, there will be

very little interaction with the basic drag-free control dynamics. The
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integral term will keep the proof mat_sat the center of the cavity on the

average, rather than slightly blosed, as n proportional system would do.

V_ry little additional control fuel should he required for this scheme, and,

additionally, the proof mass is not disturbed. There is also some degree of

adaptability to an unknown magnitude of solar pressure force. The modifica-

tion of the single-sided drag.-freecontrol law using integral control will

be the topic of the next section.

It should be noted that in theory tw_oolevels of integral control are

required to eliminate the proof mass disturbance due to charge. The proof

• mass disturbance force is, to first order, proportional to the proof mass

position, Therefore double integral control of the proof mass position is

,:., the control that will produce zero proof mass trajectory error, Double

integral control is a topic for future study.

B. Integral Control Model

= Near the sun, the external disturbance environment is accurately -"

" described by a constant force due to solar pressure, in addition to a

-", small random component. As a result, a single-sided limit cycle is appro-

_ priate for control purposes. In this limit cycle, the thrusters are

.i essentially firing occasionally to negate the effects of the opposing solar

., pressure drag. A phase plane plot of the single-sided limit cycle is shown

in Figure 5.1.

In other words, after the proof mass motion r_lative to the

spacecraft has accumulated a net positive velocity, and is in the positive

x direction (A), the thruster fires, The thruster eventually reverses the

:i' proof mass velocity (B), and the proof mass begins to drift in the negative

' I

¢
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4
,1

C x

B

S=S 1

S=S 0

Figure 5. Phase Plane Plot of Single-Slded Limit Cycle.

x-dlrectlon. The relative speed of the proof mass is gradually reduced by

the solar pressure untll it reaches its maximum negative excursion (C), and

then, the solar pressure further accelerates the proof mass back to A.

Maximum use of the proof mass housing size can be realized by making

the maximum positive excursion, x+, and the maximum negative excursion, x-,

equal in magnitude, and as large as possible without allowing the proof

mass to touch the housing. As might be expected, however, the maximum

negative excursion (C) is highly dependent upon the magnitude of the

solar pressure at a particular point in orbit, and is not likely to be well

known a priori. Even if thl8 problem could be circumvented, there is yet

+
an additional problem. For the case where x and x are equal in magnitude,
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the proof mnns avorag_ position in the limit cycle is not at the center of

the cavity (Just aA a bouncin_ hall's average position tA not at 1/2 its

maximum height).

The modified control law includes an integral control term. The

purpose of this term is to keep track of the integrated position error, and

to adjust the thruster-off swltch llne to asymptotically reduce the integral

of the proof mass position offset to some small bounded value. This scheme,Y

is adaptable to a wide range of disturbance environments, alters the slngle-

sided limit cycle only slightly, uses roughly the same fuel, is easy to

implement, and maintains the integral of the proof mass offset to a

small level.

The integral controller is composed of two parts; first, a part

that keeps track of the integral error, and second, logic that incorporates

: the integral error information in commanding the thrusters. The first compon-

":. ent is easily constructed. Since a position measurement is already available

from the proof mass sensor, a simple integrator (amplifier, capacitor,

resistor) is all that is required to keep track of the integrated position
i.

offset. A discussion of what to do with this position integral Informmtlon

follows. ,i

The integral control to be added can be low bandwidth, since reducing !

the effects of charge and self-gravlty requires the proof mass integral i

position error to be small "on the average." As such, the basic structure

of the slngle-slded limit cycle will be retained, with corrections to account

for the integral error term being made only every few cycles. By keeping

the thruster-on switch llne as in Figure 5.I, it is fairly certain that the

proof mass will never touch the positive wall. The technique behind the

integral control action is to monitor the value of tlle integral error once
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per cycle, and to adjust tha thruster_off switch line slightly so as to

eventually bring the integral error to the desired vaZuo,

Certainly, the desired integral error term can be chosen, and the

current value of the integral error can be updated. The only additional

piece of information needed to eventually achieve the desired integral error

value is the average integral error accumulated per cycle as a function of

:'. swltch-off line value. This calculation is given below.

Define the following parameters.

S1 is the value of the switch on llne

ihz SO is the value of th_ switch off llne

is the slope of the switch line

_. Ac is the magnitude of the control acceleration

Ad is the magnitude of the disturbance acceleration, and

+
:, x (x') is the maximum positive (negative) proof mass position

?: Since the position of the proof mass as a function of time is

.._ parabolic, the average position is given by 2/3 of the maximum value of

=e the parabola. These values for the thruster-on and the thruster-off must

_ then be weighted in proportion to the duration of the thruster-on and

thruster-off times, respectively. It is easily shown that

+ (Sl-So)2
,_ x _ 1/2 (SI + So) + 1/6

avg (Ac_Ac) 2
. (5.i)

2
(sl-s o)

Xavg 1/2 (SI + So) - 1/6 2
_ Ad

,¢, and, the thruster on and thruster-off times are given by

, Si-S SI-S". T = ___ O 0

on (Ac=Ad_ ' Toff = Ad_ (5.2)

,, %.,
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T _h averagod Intngrnl error aecumulatnd pot eyel_, I, iA

then _imply

xI = Ton + x" Tof f (5 3)
i i ..... |

Ton + To£ f

After some algebra, the following result is obtained

S=+So z (5.4)
I = _+ I/6.

Solving for SO in terms of the desired value of the integral error,

Id, and the current value of the integral error_ I,

-B + 2 . 4 , C , (S C + S1 (5.5)
S I ,, ,, ,

o _C

,/1

Equation (5.5) shows that if a desired value of the integral error is given, J

and if the current value of the integral error is known, then the switch-off

1line SO can be computed.

The "bandwidth" of tileintegral control can be easily adjusted _i

by correcting only a fractional change of I at each cycle (say i/i0) !

.linstead of the full value.

C. Simulation and Discussion of Results

A computer program was developed for simulating one dimensional

proof mass motion in the housing using the slngle-sided .imlt cycle with

%-, .!, _ ":4
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integral control. The.values of the parame.tors ehosen for one particular

run were

SI - 3.1 mm

80 = 1.9 ma

- 0,20 sec

Ac - 3.3 nm/sec 2

Ad - 1 mm/sec 2 = 10-4g (at least three times higher than the expected solar
_ radiation effect)

I d - -30 ram-see

:_ The proof mass diameter was assumed to be 22 mm and the housing

diameter was assumed to be 40 mm. Also, a random acceleration component

of 0.05 mm/sec2 with a correlation time of 0.i sec was assumed to be

: present. The results of the simulation for 260 cycles (about 1895 sec)

yielded

+
x - 6.479 mm

x" = -6.605 mm

I = +8.213 mm sec
max

- Imi n ffi -43.709 mm sec

fuel usage " 2740 mm/sec (equivalent velocity increment)*

These results indicate that the integral controller performed

quite well. The maximum positive and negative excursions of the proof mass

were roughly symmetric with respect to the cavity center, used a substantial

portion of the cavity space, and were still bounded well away from the

cavity walls,

The integral error remained bounded (rather than growing indefinitely

without the integral control term) within a very small range. Note that a

44 mm-sec position integral error over the 1900 sec simulation time

o!
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corrosponds to an avorago proof mnss position of 44 mm_soc/1900 sot or 0.023 mm

from tho cavity contorf This is the bcncf_.t of tlm intogral control term.

The total velocity incremont applied to the spacecraft by th_ constant solar

pressure term was 1895 mm/s_c. It should be notod that no additional control

fuel was required to compensate for the random component of the solar pressurey

model, while at the same time, performing the drag free control function with

integral control.
o!

,_, For a 1,000 kg spacecraft, the mass of hydrazlne propellent required in the

!_ 1/2 hour period is approximately 1.5 kg using an Ad value of 10-4g.

_ VI. KEY CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE STUDIES

[ The preceding sections have provided discussions of the major areas

i L
i i_ investigated in the on-board estimation and control synthesis of a drag-

_.oi free system for the Starprobe Mission and Spacecraft. These studies, along

:-° with the supporting appendices and references, have taken a major step towards

;_ the system definition and understanding of functional requirements.

.." Analysis techniques and simulation programs have been developed to

o _ explore important issues identified in earlier feasibility studies [4,5,6],

The basic attitude and translation control system topology has been expanded

to a full six degree-of-freedom simulation framework with dynamical and '

, environmental cross-coupllng linkages. Translation state estimation and

proof mass charge estimation have been analytically developed, and parameter

constraints have been identified and quantified. An Integral-error control

technique has been applied to the problem of identifying and measuring

proof mass disturbances, This should provide a particularly important

complement to the charge estimation approach, in that integral error control

i/, I.
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';il
i,
?

i

?} can rnduce tho _ff_tn of _harginR on tho proof mnn_ trn_nctory ronulting

: from trana1_ltton l imit_cyelo non_aymmotry during aolar on_ountar,

;2 The nonaitivity of tho proof mann trannlation state n_tlmator to

: ,i angular rates and accelerations of the spacecraft was dctcrminod for a

,_ simulated 5 dogrcc yaw turn (or imaging slew). Simulating the 0.i dcgrcv/scc

_ slew revealed that the acceleration due to the kinematics with a center-of-mass

i': mm/sec 2 ''i: offset of I0 em from the cavity center ia less than 0.01 ThI_

",i: magnitude was shown to have little impact on the filter performance; therefore,

:_: the reaction wheel controlled angular rate and acceleration terms may be

: ': deleted in the filter design. The major benefit of this is to allow a

decoupled estimator with steady state gains to be realized - a most important

_.'}i asset for on-board implementation.
p' ....
_..:, In the charge estimator synthesis a set of rather specific constraints

_,! have been found within which the estimator perlorms at an acceptable level of
..... )

_::_ accuracy and convergence. These parameter constraints are:

i:

-;:.; (I) A proof mass charge magnitude In the range of i0"ll coulombs,

" ; or less o

; ; (2) Capacitive plate potentials of i Kv.

(3) An identification dither frequency sufficiently removed from

disturbance frequencies, yet low enough to ensure visibility to the proof

c mass displacement sensor, i.e., 5 Hz or less for sensor visibility.

(4) A proof mass displacement sensor resolution of 5 microns

(0.005 mm).

: The analysis has e_tablished filter sensitivity to unmodeled/

mlsmodeled disturbances. We would expect that as a better disturbance

model develops some of the above constraints might be relaxed. In particular,

\
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if an Improved mod_l all,own for a docr_ann in d!thor froqunncy then a lownr

voltagn or a not, nior nnnnor ,my h_ tolerated,

Within rheim conntraintn tlm ]lkn_lhood lmfl emerged that a Kolman-

Buoy f:l,_tov would be an effective ao the oxtoudod Kalman filter for chnrffo
L
!

t o_t:l,mation, [h_ cheat advanta_c of the Ka].man-Buey form lrJ tim olmpl:l,c:l.ty

i of prccomputod gains, thus making it amenable to on-boa:d imph_mcntation,

:_ Whilu the accomplishments of the work =o datv arc significant there

: remains a considerable task ahead in the areas of requirements definition

; and system analysis. A brief discussion of these future study needs and a

realistic perspective on the critical issues is given in what follows_

Although the integral control concept has been investigated with a

! single axis model and found to be quite promising, a three-axis development

is needed. There are several issues that need to be studied before a

complete controller can be properly specified and designed. An important

' question to address is how should the control technique for the transverse
, $
'i

(X and Y axes) differ from the longitudinal (Z) axls since it is unlikely

"' that transverse limit cycles will be single sided llke the Z axis• Heat

shield asymmetries, thermal warping, and non-nadlr polnting/perturbatlons

will give rise to transverse axis disturbances very difficult to predict.

Since the signatures of these forces cannot be adequately known (magnitude

and spectral characteristics), the translation controller must be insensitive

:_ to such disturbances•

Another critical area is the compatibility of the charge identlfl-

cation method with the realistic constraints of the translation controller

_'. and dcvlce/model errors The charge identification scheme invokes the artl-

ficial acceleration of the proof mass in order to identify the charge

disturbapce. A major concern is that the identification accelerations are

. 3 to 5 orders of magnitude greater than the one we wish to measure•

",
[i
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:: Obvlou_ly, we cannot pretend to Imp1_mant thn idontlfleatlon fJltor without

a eomprohnnnlva analysis of its lmpaatn on th_ Reneral drag_fr_n dnnlgn and

ltn bnnlc viability, Thin nffort taunt include nonn:l,_Ivity to charge model

._ erro_n, plate potential orrorn, the impact of Intngral contr_l In _oducJ,ng

these errors, Lra,._nlat_on control oLability conntrainto on identlf_cation

: frequencJ.os and accelorattonn, and the feaotb_lity of active charge removal

. during close encounter, t,o., Intermittent proof mass grounding.
,r.,

/

A methodology must be developed for the translation conLroller 'I
t

parameter(s) definition and selection. Techniques for bandwidth and gain

setting with adaptability Lo a wide range of tlme-varylng conditions during

encounter must be found which provide autonomous control stability and optimum

': performance of the integral-error loops. Thls control technology must not

: rely on the assumpt:lonof well known error and disturbance models; it must

: instead employ predlct/observe/correct logic to obtain in-sltu high precision

while protecting against out-of-limlt conditions., ¢

In the future as the Starprobe simulation programs continue to be
r.

'. used for both systems level and component level evaluation better models?

" of the near solar environment, the spacecraft configuration, and the multi-

experiment dynamic scenarios w£11 be needed. More specific descriptions of

these areas are necessary in order for control system requlrements to be

:.: completely defined. With these specifications D the programs can be used to

" evaluate the proposed hardware and software adequacy. In this way these

computer tools serve in evcry phase of the control system analysis, design,

and verification. Expansion of the simulation programs to encompass all

the interactive elements of the spacecraft will also be a parallel task as

the aforementioned definition evolves.

....."......'..........."...." ' ..............:" ' ' ' ' O0000001-TSDI4
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APPENDIX A

DISTURBANCE EFFECTS

A partial llst of forcos contributing to model errors includes

s.lar pressure, control forces, kinematic effects due to the accelerated

S/C f_xed frame, moving masses, and self-gravity. Below we give a brief

analysis of each of these forces and their relatlve impact on the charge

._:_, identification problem. ,_

The solar pressure is a slowly varying parameter, and its variation

over 500 seconds is negligible. If a perfectly symmetrical S/C remained

exactly nadir pointed, a very precise estimate of the acceleration resulting

".'_ from the solar pressure might be attained. (This would be somewhat analogous

to estimating the charge with 105 V.) What is not certain is the variation

ia in this acceleratlon as a function of S/C attitude and non-symmetrles. This _"

..... is design dependent and merits further analysls.

Errors introduced by thruster mlsmodeling are, at worst, transient

since these errors only occur while the thrusters are on. This source of

error can be circumvented by not updating the charge estimate at these

',. times. "I

Ii Kinematic and moving mass effects are also design dependent, and

i
_ it remains to determine whether these terms need to be incorporated into

i
'i the charge estimator. We can however state with certainty that they

_C present no problem. The reason for this follows.

The total disturbance created by these effects is

00

p + x + x(0-r)+ (A-l)

Based on the torque and momentum storage available from the reaction

: wheels, upper bounds of 3 x 10-3 rad/sec and 3 x 10-5 radlsec2 can be
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plac_d on _ and _ respectively. We remark that these magnitudes can only

be attained while the S/C is executing an Imaglng slew and in general would
ee

be an order of magnitudo less. Now P appears as a result of a reaction

i_ force from translating or rotating a mass (antenna, platform, etc.) Such

: forces would not exceed a few thousandths of a newton; and from the drag-

-" free control law we obtain a bound of 1.5 mm/sec on Irl. Putting these

considerations together and allowing for a i0 cm offset in the center of mass,i

as a worst case (A-l) is in the 10_/sec 2 range. In such an event incorporation

:i_ of these terms would become necessary. Thls is the magnitude of the unmodeled

:' disturbance used in the charge estimation simulations.
. w

j For estimation purposes the pertinent question is how good is our
,e,

_:_. knowledge of these disturbances? In Appendix B it is shown that even in

2_: the worst case these accelerations can be modeled to within .5g/sec2.

_I_,_ lO'2_/sec 2
_:_ Self-gravity accelerations are In the range and there- _
Ll

:ii_ fore have negligible impact on the charge estimation problem. !

=I '

, Strong Electrostatic Charging
I

':"! We have already noted the impact of increasing charge levels on the

_: identification problem. A recent study [7] has shown a remote but finite .
. tl

; possibility that the charge on the proof mass may exceed I0-I0 coulombs in the _
!

.:_ solar encounter. It behooves us to indicate the severity of the problems !

associated with much greater magnitudes and suggest possible solutions.

These extreme levels apply to the case of an "extraordinary" solar flare

incident, and the Jovian environment in general.

To Illustrate the control problem due to very strong charge we

_ take the value q = 10-7 cculomb; then from (4.11) the acceleration due to
%,!

E

.!
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thls charge is calculated to be

q2N Ir, I , 68 x it.I/see 2
.- ¢ mb3R '

0

Therefore if the proof mass is displaced 1.0 rm from the cavity center, the

acceleratlon above is 680 times that of maximum solar pressure during sun

encounter. Consequently there would not be sufficient translation control

authority to return the proof mass to the cavity center. However, there are

some parameters that can be adjusted to diminish the charge effect. For

example_ increasing the mass (m) of the proof mass will linearly decrease

the charge acceleration, and an increase in the cavity radius b (with a

proportional increase in the proof mass radius) will result in a cubic decrease

of the acceleratlon. Thus modifying the proof mass-cavlty configuration

*
is a posslble method for restoring the robustness of the controller.

Another approach would be to narrow the deadband. But this offers only linear

improvement and results in a higher bandwidth controller.

For the sake of argument, let us assume that the control problem

has been overcome by some combination of the remedies offered above. We

still must confront the charge problem. Suppose both the cavity radius and

the proof sphere's mass were increased an order of magnitude. This would :
,i

yleld a decrease in the charge acceleration of 4 orders of magnitude. Even 1

with this
new geometry, a submlcron displacement of the proof mass would 1

result in an acceleration greater than the drag-free objective of 10-9 m/set2. i

It is evident then that any controller approach to reduce charge effects is

:" inadequate, and a charge identification is still necessary.

Staying with this new configuration, the error criterion (4.12) becomes

1.5 x 10-21lq- " A

Ir,llq+ql

uo _--- ,nr cnnsldered how geometry modifications impact sensor resolution.
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A proof mann dinplaeemcnt of 1.0 n_n would then require begt_r than I part

in 10 4 accuracy in the charge estimate t,, guarantee a 10"9m/sac 2 error in

the estimated acceleration. Tills _s certainly far better than the 1 part

in tO8 required by the old geometry, but it is still unacceptably severe.

In any case geometry "fiddling" is at least suggestive of directions to

: pursue in this problem.

Although the strong charge problem is indeed formidable, it would be

premature to conclude that its associated difficulties are insurmountable. We

._ are merely pointing out that while the software methods (estimation, integral

:"_ control) developed in this report are effective in compensating/reduclng

-: disturbances 1 or 2 orders of magnitude, a more design integrated strategy is

necessary for this extreme problem. This would include investigation of varlou_

sensor geometries, greater shielding of the cavity, discharging of the proof

[

mass, ultra-hlgh resolution displacement sensing, etc., to bring the charge

" into the range where integral control and the error compensation model

.. approach are viable.

/'
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•_ APPENDIX B

PROOF MASS STATE ESTIMATOR DESIGN

Without further analysis into the charge identification scheme's

impact on th_ drag free mission, we feel that it is appropriate at this

_ time to consider the charge as an intermittently estimated state. With

.... this in mind we construct two estimators.

_/_ The sole purpose of the first estimator is to provide knowledge

...... of the proof mass position and velocity. As was demonstrated in the

simulations of Section III, there is negligible gain in including angular
LJ

"° rate and acceleration information in this filter design. Therefore we

i- may ignore these terms and decouple the estimator (3.2). The resulting

_ steady state filter for the z-axls is

!1'!. Z

._ with kI = 2, k2 = 2. The filters for the other axes are obtained by sub-

-_ stitution of the appropriate subscripts in (B.I).

'" In contrast with the filter abov_, the analysis in Appendix A

::.[" suggests the need for retaining the angular rate, angular acceleration,

." and center of mass position/motlon information in the cha;g 9 estimator

design. It is conceivable to incorporate these terms into the state of the

charge estimator, but a reasonable consideration for on-board implementation

of the filter is to avoid introducing additional states when possible.

Thus we shall consider them as previously estimated inputs to the estimator.
L

' The filter equations (4.9) then become
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xL • x2 + r (Y " xl)

2V (t)q PA ¢o 2N
x2 = - mb_ + _ [V2Cc)(2L- �]x1 + u(t) +

0

^ t '_ . ^ t t # _ ^
asp + z + 2 {mx(Oy-ry) - _y(Px-rx)) + _x(py-ry) (B.3)

" _y(Px'rx)_ * * + _x {_z(Px'rx ) " _x(Pz'rz)} "

^ . ;Z (y'_y) ;l)

q. -

and P = (Pij) satisfies (4.9b).

' In the interest of maintaining the decoupled nature of the filter,
A

in the equations above we take r and _ to be estimates supplied by the first

filter. The alternative to this would be to incorporate these terms into

a filter based on the original dynamics (4.1). But then a 7 x 7 covariance

"_ equation would result instead of the 3 x 3 as in (4.9b). Therefore this '

slight alteration eliminates the need for solving 22 coupled differential

equational

_' We remark that these filter equations represent a worst case in

' that it may not be necessary to include all the dynamic and kinematic

terms. For example, taking an objective of modeling these disturbances

to within .l_/sec 2, the second order angular rate terms would not have to

be modeled if the center of mass remained within 1 cm of the cavity center.

In any event, we proceed to develop estimates of these terms below.

We first consider estlmatlng _X and _x (the extension to the

other axes will be obvious). Let Ixx ' lyy, and Izz , denote the S/Cts

moments of inertia, and let Tx denote the component of the torque vector

along the x-axls. Assuming l(lyy - Izz) l_y_z]<<Tx and small products of

inertia, the situation is characterized by the dynamics
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_x " Txx/Ixx (B.4)

and the obsorvatlons

: Ytl = aOti + %1 (B.5)

where Yti is the gyro output - an incremental position vector,

•_""'/:_ A%i • Wx(ti)At , At = (ti-ti.1) , and eti is an error.

_ For l_l< 5 x10-6rad/sec 2 and !p[ < 1 cm, the contribution of

i the term [_x(p-r)_ to the total disturbance is less than .05p/sec 2.

Assuming the attitude control authority is an order of magnitude greater

.... than the disturbance torques, the assumption on [Tx[ is valid when
, A A

: warrants consideration in the filter design. Thus by defining _x = Tx/Ixx,
_i _" A

,_ where Tx is the feed forward control torque and Ixx is an estimate of Ixx

_-:'i obtained by say calibration, the estimate error here is

I_-_I51x/X=-Zx/X=l .

_": _x/Xxxi_ I_xx- i_xl+_ ITx- _xl
: XX

_i Then 10% errors in the estimates of Tx and lxx would then yield about a 20%

i:' error in the estimate of _x" Using IGImax< jx 10-5rad/sec 2, we obtain

I' * I 10"6 sec2< 6 x rad/
_X -- _X *

The easiest approach for obtaining _x is to form the quotient

Yti/At. The error incurred here is

I=x(ti) - .x(ti)[ < [ /Atl + IA0ti/At - =x(ti)[.: -- _tI

_<I_ti/atl + max I=x(t) - =x(ti)[

t_[ti_l,t i]

_<I_tlIIA_+,,tl_x<t)[max
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(_.02 _), the error above is then bounded by 10 -5 red/see.

Now we turn to the question of oatlmating the center of maas and

its derivatives in the presence of moving massoa. The focus hero is on

: moving platforms and appendages rather than the "slow" effects o[ £uel

:,:'- depletion and thermal distortion.

.ii'.',: To obtain these estimates we decompose the S/C into two components., a

4 ,
v:i,

,0 M1

•':" M2

_'" Cavity Center

:_:._ Here M2 represents a me,ring mass (m2 ffiits mass), M1 represents the remainder

of the S/C (mI ffiits mass), h(a) the center of mass of M2 (_ is a measured

:2,/', parameter from which h(a) is known), n the center of mass of Ml, and p (_)
v,y

the center of mass of the S/C. Then clearly%

_'.0, m I m2
p(at = n + h(=) (B .6)

mI + m2 m I + m 2

_ i From (B.6) we obtain the derivatives with respect to the S/C frame;

",. .. m2 .. 21m ml _ °h (a)a, p " [h'(a)a+h"(a)a .
m1 + m2 m1 + m2

Since h(_) is known from the geometry and measurement of a, it remains to

determine _ and a. But these are readily obtained from the force acting

o°.... on M2 Let F denote this force. Then,

v
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d2

• _ (P(cO - h(_)) '_ FcJm 2 (B.7)

Now rocallln8 (B.6)

d 2 m1 + m2

: _ (h(cO - n) _" ml m2 F (B.8)

And in S/C coordinates (B.8) becomes

*. . mI + m2
_h'(a)+_2h"(a)+2_mxh)(a)+mx(h(a)-n)+mx(_x(h(a)-n)) = F (B.9)

mI m2

.... This equation is not as bad as it looks. For example, if h(a)

: represents a translation, say h(_) = az, z = unit vector, a m displacement,

then h"(=) = O, Furthermore, under our present assumptions on [_1 [_[

! etc., (B.9) effectively reduces to

• .. mI + m2

.::_. a = ml m2 IFI
f

.i. And from this it follows that "'i

.. P =ml

As precise knowledge of both the actuator force F and the mass
,!

of the moving appendage or platform is expected, the error in the estimates

of p and p will be driven by the error in the S/C mass estimate.

In any case, with the estimation schemes outlined above, the total

model error contribution of the kinematic and moving mass effects can

, probably be kept below .5_/sec 2.
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: ORIGINAL PA'G_ I[_
• OF POOR QUALITY 6Z
* APPENDIX C

, _ t_ ,,i% *.t tPI_f]f:;RAM ,gTAR I:'ROX!t,F,.;t31ALE(.,ROI" I 5ZMULA'Y'];L1N , . ,
,," "";,('*("_,, *,' ,,, ,, i _ , 'THRr,,:,E Ax i:.,:_ ,:_! AB,I,I,,,,1,ZED R,LGI D _(',)DY (,,0N rR(,}t.....

.4,9_),1,I.,L)N_[,(_L,"....... f:IHAP_:. _ONI",F.gURAF._L}N'...... .,.
", ,_ 't, ,,, '_ '. " "' t I_, , , ' 'I'I"UI.,L, _;H,,F,I;:,N(,,I=:,OPT'1;('JNW'11'T'H30 DI::,GHL.,AT_]ff4,1,1:.LD ,,,

; , RI!!;rRAC.7I:;,D H,I,GH GA;r,N ANTENNA , , ,
(.,OND.I,T._C}N8 AT I'EI_IHI'..I,..I.ON

C',(:)MMENTC,REAl'lii:D 0,1, 14AY i 9(B,4,BY R ,W, KIZY . , ,
HI:'TR J.(., UN,1.1JJ TI'tRC)UGHOLIT (N""M"'S) . , .

HAB_ PR(.1PERT'1:I";gFROM D. NOON (3'UN l!1.4.) ...
..... ,",.... C '. DRAG I..REI.; E,CI3TIMATC)RDI::,31GN BY M M:[L..MAN _MAY (..'li) . . .

DRAG F"I_EIEGC)NTROL,,I.,I!I:RI)I'.'I:L_:[,GNBY D, ,cBC;I'_AIZCI"ITZR(CICT L_O) .,,
i HYDRAZINIZ GAS ,TF:I:TCC)NTI_CILL.ER DESIGN BY P. MAC (,?ULY tJlO)

' I NTIZGER O'_K, MANNBR _J,T _3'Pi _JPI!|, JP 9
; ARRAY ,<B(.3CMI..U( 3 ) (_,JE,I,.,V( 4 _3 ) (,,,TFV ( ,t.6 3 ) ,:1(,,,r.NRI ( _,_)

,_, F,:ll.,(J) _ TSC(3) _ CMTC;PV(L_) _ FIMC,CLV(,.3) _...
• CM'I'GJV(4_3) _ CPL,V(3) _ JIZTON(i6) _ F"G3(,",(4_3) _,,,

.,,, F GJ(3) _ 'T'G3C;(4_3)
l
; "%-.i-.: DRC]P

.:_._.. rIH,_,:_PR(3PIZI_T;I;'"r,

i--

! .,_' DATA _;CI NRT/47B 0,0 _47 (I0.0 _,i '700.0 ,>0. [) .>(I, 0 _0 . ()/
i >h '.

['.;OblMENT ,_llillll ,'_tC C,M I,,i,li.,A_"ICIN VI.-..I.,FOIt IN (.,AV.[TY I,,L3I.II_D]'.NATI!7.,<_iiiiiiiii ;
LT,

(,'* *t t:_" DATA ,:_(.,C,MLV f+0 00>+0 (}0_+0 00/

_: COMblENT )kllllillltlliillX<)k)k*lil)klltliI*ltilllltl*iilllttlttiliiilillil*
, =,

! _ COMMENT )k*llX<l L,CIC;AT_ON 01::..... _" ' e.... _' ' '_._r..I,:)JET CI,..LJ,:I]E:.R.._IN CAV],TY CO(]RD:_NATES )k_l)k

._, DAI'A (;Yf;;L,V(I,,J),J'=':I.,,3) /#'_.0> O.O_'t'O.O/
+ DATA (i;.YC;LV(;;'._J)_;l'=:,i,;_) / il • 0,'t';,:!. 0>+0, ill
,; DATA ((;..;JCLV(3>J)_3":i_;._) /'"'_.0_ 0.01+0,0t

DATA (G,'fCLV(4_)_3'".'.t.._3) t (l O, ....,:.."_ 0,+0.01

" J COblMFT.NIlll:_lltlll V_i.I,,'TC)It ,._ I::'ItCIMSiC L,M TO I);A_ 7flZT CI..U,'>TEIt,:> llllilllilll
,f

: . _ DO I..i K:=t>4
{i DCi L :1.Ji:"I _3

; ' " (.1"11GJV ( K >J ) "::1:,,1(.,L.k,( I( _J ) '"',:lC[,MI...V( J )
. Li.. CONI]:NUE

. F,'

NX5tIN'l"=:::0 ,

PIC;I<lip

I NI 'rIAL.
"' _" " , _: ")_ r" C,;::9 l!106_e.!;I.,I.)N,:ITANI P I IZ=3 14 i ._9,::.o..> >

.... .L _ ---- ..,.. =l,=_l_ ll_l llllt/ Illli_i_l II fill llll_rl
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J

i'

i"

, DEF,I,NE THE i!ilC I::",I:XI!!:X)AXI!!',_!IA_!I I..(,)I,,,I,.(,)W_!I, *
." , ................................................................................................................................................_

X "" I"I(_;ADEPI,,,OYM_NTD,I:RI!i:C,TION

• Y ", D_',XIRAI., (,,(,_MPt.I::,HI,:,N; _ ,

, (' ' C _' '_ ,: * Z " Hli_:AT 31"1,1,I!!:L,b AX:r,_ (:IF ,.;YHMI__RY

: _ OR:I:G:I:N]:S CI_!:NTERCJFI:_RO01:_'MASS (::AV,I:'t'Y _<

._,, _ SE:L.ECTTHE: MANEUVEI_BY :l:'rs NUMBER *

• _ i - TURN E:NT:£RE31'ACI",ORAI"I ABOUT X AX,T,S *

-:;,,'" * ;'._- 'I'UI_N EN'T'IRE SPACECRAI:"TABOUT Y AXIS *

_Y,, * _ - TURN ENTIRE SPACECRAI='TABOU'I' Z AX:IIS *

: i .i * 4 - AC(_UISI'I'ION OF INERTIAl,,. REFE,RENCE.,:_ * ,'

i i , _- S(]LAR FL.YBY (PERIHEL:[ON) *

', ..j_ CONS1'ANT MANEUV = £"_.0
!-_""' COMMENT* _ "'

:_"I *********************************************************
. "q

" i , DRAG FREE TRAJECTORY :I:NFOI'_NAT:I:(:}N *

_., * I.,IELIOC['i:NTRIC COORDINA'rE REFERENCE F"RAMli;
...; * I AU '= t,49(:_0E+:1,t (M) *

_-_.o,. * ,:_OLAR RAD,I:US = 0 (}046S24 (AU)

, I:_ER]:HEI_TONALT:I:TUDE (AU) *

i CONSTANT PERALT _:: O.OtB_!_t
, * .,,

i ********************************************************* " ' '
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ORI¢,_Di'"'
OF PUQR qUALI"I'Y

"l _ (!ll_i:TI:'R(:)OFHABe) ,I,N,T.1,I,AI,. C)OND_,T,I,ON|J

': _ X AX_,S Y AXIS Z AX:I:II)

C)OMMENT_
PROOF MABS INIT:I',AL VELOCITY (M/(._EC))

CONSTANT PMXDI,',O . 0 _ PMYDI,,O, 0 _ PMZD,T,,,O,0
COMMENT_ _ ,,,

)_ PROOF MASS INIT]IAL TRAJEC)TOI_YPC)f_TICiN (M) _ ,,,

:' CC)NBTANT PMX]I,,,O,0 _ PMYI..O, 0 _ PMZI[..O. 0
COMMENT _

• _ __C_(_(_¢__C_C_,.'l()l(___(_ _(_ _ _ _(_(_(_ ,

/

SE'T SPACE(..RAF_ :INITIAL COND]',I,I,ON_:_

' _ X AXIS Y AXIS Z Ax:r,s t

INITIAL ANGULAR RATES (RAD/SEC) _ ,

CONSTANT WXI,.O,O _ WY]:,,,t,tiE-4 _ WZ]:.,_O.O i
COMMENI' _ _ ''' 'i

INITIAL ANGULAR POS,_TION (RAD) _ ....

CONSTANT THEIX,[ 0,0 _ TI,'IETYI=O 0 _ 'rHETZI=O,O i
COMMENT_ )K ,., :

INII'IAL TRANSLATIONAL RATES (M/SEC) _ ,,,

.... _. SCYD.I;"::0 0 e,.CONSTANT ,_CXD,1,=0 , 0 , , _ _CZD,1._'O, 0
COMMENI' t _ .,.

INITIAL TRANSL.ATIONAL POSITION (M) _ .,,

. '=" SCZ:[';"+O 00;'_!_;CONSTANT SCXI==O O0 _ ,:_CYI=O.O0 _ .
:' C)OMMENT_ _c ,

k,
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TURN COMMAND ;I;_F:'(]RM(,_'I';IION _ ,,

NAD,I,RI'(,),IN'r_;N(})TLJRN RATF:;O(,)MMAND,:I _ ,,
W( W(

v. CONIiI'I'ANT NAD,T.RX_,O,O _ NAD:KI_Y,,,,I,,I$1::,,,,4_ NAD,I,RZ 0,0
_OMMENT , , ,,

(:_(:)MMANDED,_PAC_EC_I_AI:"I'TURN I_A'I'II!:S(RAI)/I_E_) _ ,,,

C_ONSTANT TRNT:I;M_,,O,O0
CC)NSItANT TI_NXRT'ml. '24_E''_ _ TI_NYRT_'I . '/4!._iI!!:''_,__ 'I'I_NZ.RT",I,,74_E""7:
_OMMEN'r _ _

; W( GONTROL SYSTEM ON/OF'I:" SW]:TC.',HS

_ OON,_TANT TCSON=I 0 _ AI.,SON'.i.. 0
COMMENT_ .......................................................................................... _ ...

DRAG FREE GAS JETS RI',:".ACT]:ONWI"IEELS _ ,.,

COk.JTANT DFON"_i.0 _ GJON'_O,O _ RW(:IN"_i.0
_OMMENT _k

':_ W( SET SIMUI.,AT,I:ON TIME X(

COI_STANT F']:NTIM_ 9,979 _ SIMI'IM _'_3,()0
COMMENT W( _ .,.

_" 'I'I_NXON'_O.O$ TRNYON=O .0 $ TRNZON_O ,0
MANNBR'_MANEUV+._ $ GO TO (MI_M;_M3,,H4_M5)_ MANNBR

• Mi,, TRNX[)N_i,O $ l_O TO MEND
_" M_,, TRNYON::i.O $ (-;O1'0MEND
,, M3.. TRNZON=i.O $ (._0 TO MEND
' M4.. TCSC)N==0,0 $ GO TO MEND
! M_.':'i,. CONTINUE

MEND. . CONFINUE
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OF pLJ()[,_(_LI[J,Ii

COMMENT ___<___(__(__(_____

(','I'JMMENT*illlilli_*ll_i_lii*liillli*_l**iil_ll***_****l_lll*_lll_*l*_

TRWMAX:,_i O0 $ (,,OMMI._,NIMAXIMUM REACT.T,ON WHEI'.L,TOR(_UE CAPABIL,'I:TY

COMMENT _W_ _)_W_W(_W(_()_(_(_<W<W<________
:_ C{)MMENT ___,_ _AS JET THRUSTER PARAMETERS I_<_X(_<_<_

i CONSTAN'T' G;ASUSE,,,O.O $ COMMENT :[N:[T:I:I,.IZEGAS USED
CONSTANT GJMOT = O,Oi(} $ COMMENT GAS JET M%NIMUM ON T]:ME
CONSTANT ISP = liS,O $ COMMCNT SPECIF]:C ]:MPULSF OF NL"_,H4

_ CC)NSTAN'T FiJET=O,444B .$ COMMENT FORCL7 OF ONE 3ET = 0,$ LB
6ANT=8,; O_PIE/tBO 0 $ COMMENT C_NT ANGL..E OF JETS 9 T'HRU i8
F'(.,JS=FiJET_(_.[N(CANI') $ COMMENT F'ORCE 01:' A CANTED JET

__, F6JC.,,I..I,IE_CO_(CAN'r) $ COMMENT CAN'r ANGLE:.W.R,T. XY PLANE
_ (_)MFLOW=F 13ET/( ISP _G )

COMMENT _()_W(__ DEFINE EACH GAS JET FORCE VECTOR )__)W_W(_(
c6

GJF'V(t,t)=O 0 $ GJFV(t_2)=O 0 $ C;JFV(i_3)=+Ft,TE'_
GJFV(2_i)=O 0 $ P_JFV(2_2)=O 0 $ _JFV(2_3)=+FiJET

, GJFV(3_t)=O 0 $ GJF'V(3_2).=O 0 $ GJFV(Z_3)=+FtJET
;: GJFV(4_I)=O 0 $ (;JF"V(4_2)=O 0 $ GJFV(4_3)=+FIJET
i G3FV(S_i)=O 0 $ G3'FV(S_2)=O 0 $ G3'FV(S_3)_:+FIJET
_! GJFV(8_i)=O 0 $ (;3FV(8_2)=0 0 $ GJI::V(8_3)=+FtJET

GJF'V(7_I)=O 0 $ GJF'V(7_2)=O 0 $ G,]'FV(7,_3)_+FIJET q
'i, GJFV(B_I)=O 0 $ GJFV(B_2)=O 0 $ G,TFV(B_3)=+FiJET ;

- GJFV(9_t)=O 0 $ GJFV(9,2)_.+F:'CJC $ GJFV(9,,3)=-FCJS '
l' G,TFV(iO _ i)=O. O $ (;JFV( iO _2)="FCJC $ GJFV( iO _3)=-FC3S
", GJFV(ti _t ) =,-FCJC $ GJFV(it _2)"0.0 $ GJ'FV (ti _3 ) =-I""CJS

G,TFV(t2 _t) +F6JC $ _3FV(12_2)_0.0 $ GJFV(t2_3)=-FCJS
, GJFV(13_ 1)=0.0 $ GJFV( t3 _2) ="FCJ'C $ G,TFV (i3 _3 )=-I:'CJS

GJ'FV(14_ i)_O. 0 $ GJFV( 14 _2)=+FCJC $ GJFV(14) 3) ='FCJS
GJFV(IS_ I)=+FCJC $ GJI"V(IS _2)_=0.O $ GJFV (IS_3)=-FCJS
GJFV( t8 _ i)" -F(.,3C $ GJFV(t8_!)=O . 0 $ G_'F'V(t8 _3) =-FCJS

', COMMENT W()I(W(W(_)WW(_W(_ _W(_)I(_W(W(_W(_WW(W(W(_W(_)I(II__ _ __ __ _$_ _
COMMENT _X__,_ ON BOARD COMPUTER PARAMETERS W_W(__

" COMHENT W(_W(_(W(W(W(W(W(W(W(W<_(_(W(W(_W(__i(_(_W(_(_ _ _ _ __ __

"' COMMENT SET EXECUTION INTERVAL FOR ATTITUDE C(]NTROL. AI_,GORITHMS
i AC_INC,:CI

r

COMM[:NT ,:>ET EXECUT:r.ON INTERVAl.., FOR TRANSLAT:I:ON CONTROL AL..GOR:[THMF;
_ l C,:) ......"'"' <"INI.,-_., I:

CCIM_ENT :I:NI'T'IALIZE8/C I'IJRN_;_:IMMANI)INF'ORMAT:[ON

_: 'T'URNON:";t . 0
'rl_INCX.:::IRNXI 'T_AC(Z_INCITR NXON $ NADIR X'=NAD]:RX_ACS INC
TR .[N(,,Y,::TRNYI_T_AC,._.[NC_TR NYON $ NADIR _-,MAD],RYW(ACE_INC
"I'RINCZ:=:TRNZRT_ACL;:[NC_TR NZON $ NADI R Z=NAD:I:RZ_ACSI NC

.:,../ 'TI_NCOX=O. 0 $ 'T'RNCDY=.t. 0045_;E..'3 $ "T'RNCOZ=:O.O

•' t
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C',OMMENT @******* ATTI{TUDE RATI!!',+POI!_ITIO,WCONTROLLER PARAMETER8 *********

COMMENT REACTI[ON WHEEL CONTROL LOOP PARAMETER VALUE_!; ii

COMbaTANT RWKPTX :_ ,I,,I,4,,4 , RWKPTY =' ,i,i.4,(,'_ _ RWKP'I'Z "' ,i,,I,4,6
CONSTANT RWKRPX "=,9,,I,0 I RWKRPY "'; 9,06 _ RWKRPZ :_ S,4S I

! COMME,N'I'GAB J'FT CONTROl, LOOP PARAMETER VALUI!!:(I;

ACODB"'O,OSO*PIE/I80,O $ COMMENT GAS JET ACS bEAD BAND SIZE

CONSTANT GJKRPX .'=4.7S _ GJ'KRPY = 4,70 _ GCJ'KRPZ ':",I,,7

COMMENT ATT.T.TUDE RATE ESTIMATOR PARAMETER VALUES i_

COMMENT ATESKX : 0,0 _ ATE,.(']I<Y= 0,0 _ ATESKZ _..-.0,0 !

COMMENT ************ TRANSLATION CC)NTROLLER PARAM{I;TERS *******_********

CONSTANT SCMAS_,%.iO00 .8
CONSTANT TCSDB=O.OO.r_ $ CC)MMENT TC8 DEAD BAND SIZE
CONSTANT ZDBOFF:-."O.O0442. $ COMMENT Z DEAD BAND .(I;WI'TCHOFF L.'I'NE

:: CONSTANT DFKRPX :: O.S _ DI""KRPY.",::0 !'i _ DF'KRPZ ": 0,5
i-. CONSTANT DFINKX : 0.0 _ DFINKY =.' 0.0 _ DF:[NKZ = 0.0

INTERX -- 0.0 $ I[NTERY = 0.0 $ 'INTERZ = 0.0
i

COMMENT INI'IIALIZE POSITI(]N INFOMAT]:ON FOR (]BC

"_ SCXPMI:SCXI-PMXI $ SCYPMI"::SCYI-PMYI $ SCZPM I=SCZI''PMZI ;
SCXESI:SCXPMI $ SCYESI":SCYPMI $ SCZE,SI=SCZP MI .

; SCXDP I"-'_;CXDI'"PMXD I$ SCYDP',Z=SCYDI-PMYDI $ SC_.DP I:=SCZDI'-'PMZD I :

> SCXDEI=".SCXDP I $ 8CYDEI=:,SCYDP I $ SCZDEI:OCZDP I

COMMENT ESTIMATOR KNOWLEDGE OF THE S/C CM ::

, SCCMXE:=SCCMLV( i ) $ SCCMYE=SC'CMLV (2) $, SC(::MZE=SCCMLV(3)

•:, COMMENT DRAG FREE ESTIMATOR PARAMETER VALIIES

CONSTANT R=O. 04
CONSTANT Pt.t I:"i, E+:;_ _ P22',[=3. E+2 _ P33I'=:.t . E+2
CONSTANT P44]:::'3. E+_ _ P!?i._I '-'.'.t . E+2 ,, P6bI=3. E+2

': CONSTANT SGPX':::i 0, E+2 ) SGPY:iO ,E+2 ) SGPZ":'i 0 , E+2
ERX_O,O $ ERY_'O,O $ ERZ=(},O

•_, ERXD=O, O $ ERYD=O, 0 $ ERZD".=O.0

COMMENT ********************************************* ***'K**************
COMMENT ***************** DISTURBANCE MODEL DATA **********************
COMMENT ***************************************************************

_' CONSTANT DISTON = i,0 $ COMMENT ON/OFF SWITCH FOR DISTURBANCES

TDISTX=O ,O0 $ TDISTY=O. O0 ':t TDISTZ=O .00,/

:, FDISTX=O .O0 $ FDII_TY=O .O0 ','I_ FDISTZ=O .O0

:i
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ORIGt_,_L PAE_E I_ 67
OFpoor qUt,Lt1"f

COMMENT *__**_*_* SCII..AI_ RADZATLC)N MODEL **_*_**_*_*_*_**_*_

COMMENT SOLAR RADIATION FORCE EQUIVELENT TCI JOE-5 "G"

, FSR=SCMASS_G*I.E-S 0 COMMENT RANDOM FSR MEAN VAI,..UE
t _ Ug i',_ FSRSIG FSR/t0 0 $ COMHENT RANDOM F'SR STANDARD DEV]:ATIC)N

! F'SRCTC=IO,O $ COMMENT RANDOM FSR CORRELATION TIME

: COMMENT _)_*_* PROOF MASS CHARGE IDI..NT].I"ICATION DISTURBANCE _*_

CONSTANT PMMASS=O._O $ COMMENT PM MASS (KG)
CONSTANT IDVOLT=iO00.O $ COMMENT PM CHARGE ID VOLTAC;E
CONSTANT IDK2,,,2.4E''8 $ COMMENT PM CHARGE ID CONSTANT

COMMENT _)1<_:_)_*_ _)1<)1<_*)1<_]¢_:_:*_*_ _*_ _*':¢_:_ _)1<_ _*_ _ _*_ _:¢)1<_*_:_:*_ _:_

=_: PZI >P .t.I _P21 _P'3I =HCK ( IN I TL _THETX I, THE'rY I _THETZ _ )
NXQDYN=O. $ NX_DER=O. $ NXQI'ER_,O. $ NX_NT=NXQINT+i.

END
" DYNAMIC

VARIABLE T=O.O0 $ TIME=T-SIMTIM $ IF(T.GT.FINTIM)GO TO FIN
'' DEBUG T_t_O.
: DERPDY=NXQDER-NXDERL $ NXDERL"NXQDER $ NXQDYN_NXL_DYN+i.

THETAX_. O_Pi $ THETAY=2. O_P2 $ TI'IETAZ_'2. O_P3

i_"_ COMMENT *__***_ OUTPUT AND PLOTTING INFORMATION _**_**_ . ;I
COMMENT _ _:_ _,_ _)1(,){<_,_)t(_(*_:_*_< _*_)1(_ _*_ _:_:_ _*_)1<)1¢_:_ _,

(t_,'

':' OUTPUT iO0_ TIME , TIME _ TIME
THETAX _ THETAY _ THETAZ
TRNCOX, TRNCOY _ TRNCOZ

WXEST _ WYEST _ WZEST
;_ WXD _ WYD _ WZD

." COERRX _ COERRY _ COERRZ
: XCONON, YCONON_ ZCONON

_:'" TDESR X_ TDE.SRY_ T DESR Z
TRWX _ TRWY _ TRWZ

:_ TSCX _ TSCY _ I'SCZ
F'GJX _ FGJY _ F(;JZ
FSCX _ FSCY _ F:'SCZ
PMX _ PMY _ PMZ

o, PMXD _ PMYD _ PMZI)
PMXDD _ PMYI)D _ PMZDD
SCX _ c;Cy _ c;CZ
c,,-,v,, SCYD S[::ZD
,c,, SCYI)D _ SCZDD:)CXDD
_;CXPM _ SCYPM _ SCZPM

,.)CZOI:_,:)CXOB _ ,:)CY(.|]:.{_
('" " SCZEST_CXEST _ ,_(#YI::.ST

,¢_CXI)PM_ ,_3CYI)PM_ ,_I;CZI)PM_
_)_.,^uc,) _ S{::YI)E_, S(.,Z]DE_
XHDD _ YHDD _ ZHDI)
,_I;(:;XAPM _ SCYAPM_ SCZAPM_

..,.
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. ,w

, .I

DFERRX_ DFERRY_ DFE:,RRZ, . . .
; I)F'XCCIN, DFYC:ON_ I)FZCON_ . . .
;'; ,. '"' INTERZ_ .,.
:., ,I,NTERX _ .[NI I:,RY
' RANDC)M_ N3E.TI)N_ G,ABUf,')E_ , , .

'I'DISTX_ TDISTY _ FD'.r,_'rz_ ..,
', NX(_DER_ NXG_DYN, I)ERPDY

;I PREPAR t t _ I)ERPDY_ TIME _ . '
;':, t 1'HE:'I'AX_ THEI'AY _ THE'T'AZ_ . .

"_' ' 'rSCX _ TSCY _ TBCZ _ .
•'<" FSCY _ FSCZ , ." ¢ F,:_CX

"' ABERX , ABERY _ ABERZ
<"i ABERYD) ABERZD)• _ ArIERXD

:. '.',:;_ SCZ _ SCZD _ SCZDES
.;....'.'_ _CXPM _ SCYPM _ SCZPM _ ,
°';'_ SC,XDPM _ SCYDPM _ SCZDPM _

i:i; ':,I INT[':RX, INI'ERY_ INTE:RZ _ . '
_- : TRNCOY _ GASUSE
:°._ii
•...:i RANGE ''" THETAZ _ ••
i;_:i";i THETAX _ THETAY _ TRNCOZ_, • •' TRNCOY

i: ";..:! 'I'RNCOX
Y".:.II WX , WY _ WZ _ . •
i-.,:.":.._! WXEST _ WYEST _ WZE(3T
-'; WXD

'" COERRX_ COE.RRY_ L,OERRZ_
! "_" XCONON _ YCONON _ ZCONON_i.".',:.... <',
,_ ' .-_". TDE:SRX_, TDE.SRY_ TDE.,_RZ

":':'" TRWY _ TRWZ _ '
!..,,: TRWX
" _'::.: TSCX _ TSCY , TSCZ
;-. F'GJX _ FG3Y _ FGJZ
i .';.:." F'SCX , F'SCY _ FSCZ ,

.,_ e,,',,, BCY _ SCZ
,, (" SCYD _ SCZD' ''.:.. ,:_CXD
"'"" "" SCYDD _ SCZDD
:,.o SL,XDD , SCZPMSCXPM _ SCYPM

" ' SCYF'.ST_ SCZE:ST. _'h ,:_(.,XEST
L_, . PMX , PMY _ PMZ _ . •
=_°. PMXD _ PMYD _ PMZD _ .
" PMZDD" PMXDD _ PMYDD

-;:: ABERX _ ABERY _ ABERZ _ '%

..," ABERXI), ABERYD_ ABERZD_
' ° (3CXDPM_ SCYDPM _ SCZDPM _ ,
' _" SCYI)EE_,, E_,CZX)ES j,:".." ,:)CXDES_

",._ SCXAPM _ SCYAPM _ SCZAPM
..:"_" DI:"ERRX_ DFERRY_ I)F:ERRZ_
_-. DFXCON_ DF'((.,ON) DFZCON
• " " ;" IN'FERZ _ NJE'.TI:)N_ (:;ASLI_d=

c"' FD.[aTZ,., TD:[STX_ TDI,:_IY_
- ' NXGIDEI__ NXG)DYN_ DE.RPDY

=.

!

!
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ORIQINAL PAGE I_ 6g
OF POOR QUALITY

COMMENT _,_,__#(____$_$_____

',l'r" . , ,," (WX GT 0 0_490_) WR_TE (6_SAT)
I1::' (WY,GT,O.O_',_4?O_) WRITE (6_SAT)
II::' (WZ,GT,O.034707) WRITI:_', (6_SAT)

SAT,° FC)RMAT (iX_'++'_"_++'$'++'_+ GYRO SATLIRATZON ++++.t-e.++,_.+++')

COMMENT _____)________
COMMENT _<____*_ TC_; SENSOR MODEL _#<___*_

XNO:[_E. GAU,BS(O O,SO.OE"_) $ SCXOB=SCXPM+XNOISE
:. YNOISE"GAUSS(O . O_SO. OE"b) $ SCYOB_SCYPM+YNOISE

ZNOISE 6AUSS(O.O_SO.OE-6) $ SCZOB=SCZPM'_ZNO_SE

COMMENT :_*_:_:_4_:_:f __N_:_:_N_N(___$_*_ _
COMMENT _**_*_*_<_ ON BOARD COMPUTER PROCESSING ____

;" COMMENT _:_:_:_4_(_4_4_:_:_N_N_4_:_,:_,__,_,_,_ _*_,_

: DO INITJ J..i_16 $ JEI'ON(J)..O.O $ INITJ.. CONTINUE

COMMENT _<_k_(_(_ GENERATE S/C TURN COMMANI) INPUTS _(___
•="(

IF (T.GE.I'RNI'IM) TURNON=O.O
:i. TRNCOX::TR NCOX+I'R INCX_TURN[)N+NAD I RX
_:' TR NCOY=TRNf'OY.e.TR;[ NCY_TUR NON+NAI>ZRY

1 RNCO.,..=TRNCOZ+ TRINC'Z*TUR NON+NAD IRZ

COMMENT _*_(_(__<_<,t<_< ATT];TL/DE RATE ESTIMATOR __,_,_,_(_
i

/i COMMENT ASSUME PERFECT ATTITUDE RATE E,_!_TIMA'FION

• 7

::;, WXE,_T"=:WX '.1; WYE,_BT"-"WY ".$ WZE,ST.=WZ

COMMENI" COERRX= ( TR NCOX-'THET AX-[;JK RPX_(WXEST) _ACSON
: COMMENT COERRY;;,(TRNCOY-'FHE'FAY'"G,'/'KRF_Y_WYE,_._T)_ACSON
= COMMENT COERRZ= ( TRNCOZ-'THETAZ-'(;JK RPZ_WZESI' ) _ACS(]N
,, COMMENT XCONON'=COMPAR(CC)ERRX_AC,_3DI;¢)-•[,'.OMI:'AR(-ACSDB _COERRX )

C(]MMENT YCONON'_COHI_AR (C,OER R Y _AC_DB )'-COMPAR (-'ACSDB _['OI!!'.RRY )
COMMENT ZCONON,:::COMPAR ( COERRZ _ACSI) B )-..COMPAR( "'AC_DB _COERRZ )

COMMENT ACS GAS JEl" FIRING L.O[;IC

COMMENT IF (G,I'ON.L.I'.O.,9) G(] TO NOGJ

NOGJ.. CONTINUE

COMMENT _t_ I_EAC,TI[IN WI..IEEL RA1E+I_O,_.T.T]TON ATTITLIDI!Z C(]NTROL. ******:_*

ll) .F..%_!;RX==-.RWKPTX, ( ( 1HETAX.-..I'R NCOX)+RWI( RPX*WXE,'Z;T)*AC!._ON
•T TDI!ZSRY=.-RWKPI'Y_ ( ( TI.IETAY ....l'RNC[)Y ) +RWI(RPY_ WYE,_!;T) _AC S(.1N

'rDE SRZ:;::.-RWKPI'Z* ( ( THEI'AZ- IR NCOZ ) +RWI(RP ZtWZE_;;T ) _A[;EiON
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i'

.... :r,NTERX,o_.I,NTI::,RX+b(_XE,.c)Y_(A(,,f:;.[N(,,
I NTli!:RY,.,,1:NTERY+ScYEST_ AC_!;:l:N3
I NTER Z__,,,I,'NTIs:,RZ,*,BCZI::,_)T_ AC,,_,T,N(,,

DF'ERRX_ (..,.SCXEb 1" ]:N'Y'ERX_I)F);NK X-DI::'I(I_ PX_<_;CXDE,_I;) *TcSON
_, o,v o. (_ , ,., (w,D F:ERRY':_(-8(.,YI::.,._T-"INTER Y_DF :f.NI(Y""DFI(RPY_SC,YI)ES )_ I(.,,:_(]N

DFER RZ'=('_'SCZEBT"'iI:NTER Z_DF'INK Z""I)F"KRP Z_SCZD ES )*TCSON

DFXCON'_'COMPAR (DI":'ERRX _TCSDB )'-COMPAR ("'TC,SDB _DFERRX )
,, DFYCON='COMP AR (DFER R Y _'rCSDB)-COMF_AR (-..'T'CBI)B, I)FERR Y )

"' = ....... (" DFERRZ)DF'ZCON (.,OMPAR (DFER R Z _I C,SDB)-COMP AR (.-IC,:_DB

IF (8CZDES.GT.-'O .O00'S.AND.BCZF'ST.I...T.ZDBOFF') I)F'ZCON=;_.I..0

COMMENT TCS GAS JI:':'TFIRING LOGIC

": IF (DFON.LT.O.S) Gc) TO NODF

,., IF (DFXCON) XN,XOFF_XI :_
"':; XN.. JETON(Ii)=I.O .$ JETON(i6)=i.O $ JETON(3)=.i..O $ JETON(7)=.I..O

,". GO TO XOF'F
7 XP. • JETC)N(12)=i.O $ JETON(IS)=i.O $ JEl'ON(3):.i..O $ JET(DN(7)::I.O
" _: XOF'F.. CONTINUE

_:;_ IF (DFYCON) YN_YOFF_YP
. YN,, JETON(iO)=I,O $ JETON(13)_,,',i,O$ JETON(i)=I,O $ JETON(S)=,i,,O

--" GO TO YOFF

_ : YP.. JETC)N(9) =i.O $ JETON(.I.4)=i.O $ JETON(1)=.I..O $ JETON(_)"=I.O '
YOFI::'..CONTINUE

_" IF" (DFZCON) ZN_ZOFF_,ZP
ZN,. JETON(II):'I.O $ JETON(.I,2)_.I.O $ JE'I'C)N(IS)_._I.O$ JETON($6)_."I.O

,,, GO TO ZOFF
:; ZP.. JETON(2) ;=I.0 $ JE.TON(4) "_i.O $ JETON(6) _i.O $ JETON(B) ._i.O

ZOFF.. CONTINUE

NC)I)F, . CC)NTINIIE

C(:)MMENT _W(__W(_W(_,*_W(W< GA_ JET FUEl... U,:)A6E _W(_(_(_X)W_(,$W(_(_)W_W(_

! NJETC)N=O 0
_' if.,,. D[) _UMJ J=i

, NJETON=NJETON+JETON (J )
SUMJ.. CONTINUE

: GASUBE.=GASIJSE+N jE/FON_GMI':'I..,OW_GJMO T

COMMENT *:********:***** E,_TIMAT(]R PERFORMANCI.:.IEUALUAT]'ON *********:*:*****
COMMENT W(W(W(W(W(_W(W(W(W(W(W(_W(W(W(W(W(W(_W(W(W(__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _* _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

.i

SCZE_T-SCZI" M) $ ErZ=:ERZ+ABERZABERZ:-,:AB8( _ "(_ ' "_
ABER 7..D"':AB_ (5CZDES'-SCZDP M ) $ E':R ZD=EI_ZD+ABER ZD
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OF POOR QUALITY

COMMENT liiliiliili_ilililiili_ilillili_IClililillili_ ilili_lli_lii__ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _* _*_*_ _
COMMENT #i_l_#<Ik_llililliilili_lii_FORCES AND TORI;IUES ON S/C Ik_<lli_lilliiliilli_#i_illili_
COMMENT illliiliiilili__illili__lilili_lii_#ililiiliillili_iliili_iliili__ __ __ _ __ _ _ _ __ _*_ _ _

F'SCX=FGJX+I::'DI STX _ F:'SC( i ) "I:"8CX
FSCY=FGJY+FDI STY _ll FSC (2) =,FSCY
FSCZ=FG JZ+ FD I 8TZ $ FSC ( 3 ) =F'SCZ
TSCX=TGJX+TR WX+TDI STX $ TSC ( i ) =TSCX
TSCY=_TGJY+TRWY+TDI STY $ TSC (_) =TSCY
TSCZ..1'(; JZ+TR WZ+TDI STZ $ TSC ( 3 ) ..TSCZ

COMMENT ___X<__ ESTIMATOR FORCE MODEL. =___=W<_=_

ESTFMX=FC_J X +FSR _S IN (THETAY-NAD IRY )

ESTFMY=FGJY t"C ' ' ' _ '(" ("

1"7,.,'3WMZ=F GJZ "FaR _C 0,:>( TI"IETAY'-NAD I RY )
COMMENT )1(_ _ _)I<__)I(_<_)I<_)I<)I<X<_< _ _)1(_ _<__ _ _<_ _ _=_ _ _ _;__< _ _<_

CINTERVAL CI=O . 0t0 $ HMINl'=i. E''iO 't'DERIVATIVE STAR
XERROR WX "t.E'4 _WY =t.E-4 _WZ =t.E"4 1
MERROR WX ==i.E-4 _WY .*.'=i.E"'4 _WZ =i.1":'-4 I

NOSORT !
NXQDER=NXQDER+t . i

COMMENT _X<_<_=__<___<__<_____
COMMENT _W(__<_W<_X<_ PM AND S/C DYNAMICS =X<_._X<__<_(_ i
COMMENT __<____X<_<_t__(_<_<__

COMMENT PM MOTION IN INERTIAL COORDINATES I

PMXDD_O. 0 $ PMYDD=O . 0 $ PMZDD='-SCZPM_IDK2_IDVOLT_._2 !
PMXD =0,0 $ PMYD =O,O $ PMZD =INTE_(PMZDD_PMZDI) i
PMX =0.0 $ PMY "_0.0 $ PMZ "-_INTEG(PMZD_PMZI) i

!

COMMENT _$_W<_ S/C ACCELERATIONS IN INERTIAL COCIRDINATES _W<_$_
.J

WXD_WYD_WZD=HCK (RATE _SCINRT_WX_WY_WZ_TSCX_TSCY_TSCZ)
SCXDD '=FSCX/SCMASS $ SCYDD='F'SCY/SCMASS $ SCZDD=FSCZ/SCMASS

COMMENT ___$_ S/C RATES AND POSITIONS _X___*_

WX =INTEG(WXD>WXI)
" WY ='INTEG(WYD_WYI)

WZ ='INTEC_(WZD_WZI )
PZD_PiD_P2D>P3D=HCK (HCI(_PZ_Pi_P2_P3_WX_WY,WZ)

: l P Z =_INTEG(PZD _PZI )
P I "::INTEC;(PID, PiI )
P2 ="INTEC;(P2D_ P2I )
P3 ='.[NTEG(P3D _P3I)
SCXD =INTE_ (SCXDD_ SCXDI)

,: SCYD ="INTEC.,(SCYDD _SCYDI )
;, SCZD =INI"EG (SCZDD _SCZDI )
": SCX =INTEG (SCXD_ SCXI )
,: SCY =INTE_(SCYD_SCYI)

SCZ =INTEG(SCZD _SCZI)
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COMHEN. ********************* D,_S IURDANLJ:., I',IC)DE}:L, _$_,g*$_¢*$_¢*>1¢*$_$_*

: II::' (I)ISTON.LT.O.5) I._(;)T(3 NC)DIST

"' _.... FSR)RANDOM'='('JU( I::'SRC',TC_T _F_R ,:,IG
FD ,l:S TX="RAND C}M_(SIN ( T'HETAY" NAD:I;RY )
FI)ISTY=,O .0
F"DIST Z'*''RAN D0M*(.,(.'},:_(THETAY"NAD IRY )

COMMENT CI::.NTER OF PRI::.SSURE CAL.CUL.AT.I.(3N
COMMENT CPX_O . 0 $ CPY"'O . 0 $ C,PZ 0 . 0

COMMLNT CMFCI'X (.,PX"SCCMI..V( i )
CC)MMENT CMT" = "_ _ ICPY CI'Y""SCCM..V(_..)

• COMMENT CMTCPZ=,CPZ.-'SCCMLV (3) !

COMMENT TDI_I X +I'DISTZ_CMI(.,IY-I"DISTY_CMI'CPZ
: (.,OMMENT TDISTY. -FDIS'rZW(CMTCPX+F'DI,STX_CMTCPZ

ISTY_<(.,MI CI. X-I::'DISTXW(CM'rCP YCOMMENT TDI,_BI'Z'=+FI)......

NODIST.. CONTINUE .:

COMMENT _(*W(_*_W(**W(*X(_(REACT._ON WI-IEEL INDUCED DYNAMICS *W(_<W(X(_W(X<;KW(Y_N(W(_K_<*N(

TRWX=:(BOUND (""TRWMAX _+TRWHAX _TDESRX ) )W<RW(3N

TR WY= (BC)UND("TRWMAX _+'I'RWMAX _TDESRY ))IR WON
IRW£.:"(BOUND (""TRWMAX _+TR WMAX _3bE.,._RZ) )*R WON

. COMMENT ****************************************************************
COMMENT W(*W(W(_WcW(**_,._W(_W(W(W(W(GAS JET INDUCED DYNAMICS _X4*_X<W(_c**W<_4W<W(*W<W<>K)K_K

K= 0 $ FG,T(i )= O. 0 $ F:'GJ (2 )=0,0 _.I_ I::"GJ (3 )= 0 .0

:' DO SUMF J=i,7_2
K"==l<+i $ J'Pi'="J+i $ JPIII=J+B $ ,TPg=J'+9
D(] c;UMl:"J'J=i, 3
FGJ'C ( K, JO') =GJI::'U( J, JJ') *J'ETON ( ,'_) +(;,TFV ( JP t, JJ ) _ JI!:".TON( JP .t.) + . . .

G,TFV( JP B _JJ ) _JETON ( JPB ) +GJFU ( JP 9, ,I',T) W(JETON( J'P? )
: FI;J ( J J),::=FGJ ( 5J ) +F"GJC ( K_JJ )

,:_UMI".. CON'r INUI!;
, FGJX. FGJ ( $ ) $ F(; JY=FG3 (_z) $ F:'GJZ=FGJ ( 3 )

TGJX'=O. 0 $ T(;_Y;"'O . 0 $ TGJZ=O . 0
D(] SUMT J=i_4

t T[._JC ( J, i ) =+FI;JC ( J _3 ) t CMI'(;.}JV( J _2 ) '-'F'I.;,YC( J _2 ) _CMTI.3JV ( J _3 )
TGJC(J_2)=-FGJC(J_3)W(CMTGJ'V(J_ t )+FGJC(,T_ t)_CHTGJV(J',3)
I'(:.;JC (J _3 )=+FGJC (J _2 )*CM'rGJV (J, I )....F(..;J't_,(;r_I)*CM'r_;JV(J, 2,)

= ....... i)TGJX "TGJX+ IGJL(J
" " - .... + " '" 2)FGJY- I GJ Y T(.,JL (J
TGJ Z=I GJL+TG3 C (,'J'_3 )

(.,, . . o• _lJM1 CON1I Nur..I:
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.,: OF POOR QUALITY

t t _ _ t , _ o .tCOMMENT _(_(_ ,.,_Jr".,,, A6CI,,,LERAFION,, RATIR°,I POBZT)I(,]N RI,".,LA1,T,VI::, TO PM W(W(_

..... BC;XAPM=,SCXDD,,-PMXDD $ SCYAPNI,TSCYDD='PMYDD $ flCZAPN='SC;ZDD"PNZDD
! SCXDPM_mSCXD"'PMXD $ SCYDPMI=SCYD"'PMYD $ BCZDPM'r"SCZD"'PMYD

SCXPM_'SCX''PMX $ SCYPM,"BCY-F_MY $ ti_CZPM"SCZ-PMY
"2" "

, COMMENT ____*_ TCS ESTIMATOR E(_UA'I'.T.(]NS_(_WC__W(__

:_;, COMMENT _(_W_N_WW(_W(WoW_(N(W(WoNW(W(*_NW(____*_____

i, _ CMAX='ESTF'MX/flCMASS+P MXDD
CMAY ESTFMY/S(.,MAS_+PMYDD

i_...:- CMAZ=ESTFMZ/SCMABS+PMZDD

i F'P_i .,I._IiW_(WYSWY._WZ_WZ)+P3.1._(WZD..-WX_WY)+_OW(P41_WZ"-PS.I.
: ' . _(WYD+WXIWZ)-;_], O_PSi_WY
_!';o, I""P,_'_'" .=PZ.,_...i_ (WY_WY +WZ_WZ )+P 3_ (WZD-WX*WY )+_ 0*P4_ W(WZ.-.PS,_

FP,v.3 .":P3i_(WY*WY+WZ*WZ)+P3_*(WZD-WX*WY)+?. O_P43_WZ"PS3
j'h

W((WYD+WX*WZ)-2, 0 *P 83W(WY
_":, FP_.4 =P4i_(WY_WY+WZ_WZ)+P43_(WZD-WX_WY)+_ O_P44_WZ-PS4
: _ (WYD+WX_WZ )-,_.0_(P84_WY.j" .

i=,_/, F'PE_.5=P_I_(WY_WY+WZ_WZ)+PS3W((WZD"-WXW(WY)"_ OW(PEI4_WZ'-PSS
WYD+WX*WZ)-,_';.O_<PSS_WY

:'_:_"_;" * (WYD+WX*WZ )"_ 0*P 88*WY '
...._ FP4.1. =-PiI_(WZD+WX*WY)-_ O_P2i_WZ+P31_(WX_WX+WZ_WZ)+PSi

i ._s_ W((WXD-WY_WZ) +_ O_PSi*WX ;
_'_i-:.:i., FP4_ =.-P_i_c(WZD+WX_WY)-_ OWcP_WcWZ+P3_Wc(WXWcWX+WZWcWZ)+PS_ P

i/,.' W((WXD,-WYN{WZ)+Z_ O_P82IWX
FP43 ...=-F_31_((WZD+WX_WY)-_O_xP3_IWZ+P33_(WX_WX+WZ_WZ)+PS',._

° W((WXD-WY*WZ) +_ O*P 8:5*WX
'_' FP44 ="..P41*(WZD+WX*WY)-_ O_P4_WZ+P43*(WX*WX+WZW(WZ)'_'PS4

,.,: W((WXD-WY*WZ )+_. 0_(P84W(WX
F'P4_ =-I_I_(WZD+WX_WY)-?. OW(PS2_WZ+PS3)W(WXW(WX'c"WZ_WZ)+P_

,,, _ ( WXD'-WY_WZ )+_. 0_KP85*WX
•,.J

°_ F'P48 =-F_Si_((WZD+WX_WY)-_ OW(PS_WZ+P83W((WXW(WX+WZ_WZ)+PSB
.:'i;.. W(( WXD"-WYW(WZ) +;,!!,0 _P 86W(WX

_'" FP61 .'=Pii_(WYD-'WX_WZ)+_. O_P_I_WY'-I:_31t(WXD'eWY_WZ)''20_
_ P41 _WX+P St_((WXIWX+WY_WY)
._ FPS,.? -.P;_i_(WYD-WX)WWZ)+_. O_P_;.'._WY'-'P3_((WXD+WY_WZ)"_ O_
;/__ P4;_!W(WX+PS_* (WX_WX +W Y_WY )

F1:'83 "=P_'_t_c(WYD'"'WX_WZ)+;._.O_P3;.?._WY-P33W((WXD+WYW_WZ)-_ OW(
P43_WZ+P £'.;3' ( WXW';WX+b,IYW(WY)

! FP84 =P41_(WYD-WX_WZ)+_. O_P4_WY"'P43_(WXD+WY_WZ)-_ O_(
•" P44_(WZ+P !54_(WXW(WX+WY_WY )

i " . F:'PSS ='"PSI*(WYD-WX_WZ)'_'2.O_PS_W(WY''PS3W((WXD+WYW(NZ)"2 O*
I:_!54_ WZ+ I:_'S_i,_(WX_WX+WY_WY)

....' I:"P_8 ,".::PSI_(WYI)-WX_WZ)+2.O_P82_WY-P(:>3_(WXD+WY_WZ)-_ ()_
;-"" P 84_WZ+P 85,_(WX_WX+WY_W Y )

I)I.t. =P :1.t_1:*.i.',l.+P'3 i _1:_3.t +PS i _PS.i
1)2t =Pi.t. ":_ _ _'"• W(I,_i' F ,3.1._P32 + PSi ,'KPS2

.... I)3t =F_t I W{P,_.t+P 3.1._P 3 3'_'PS t :_F'_3

_, ,' D41 ::::Pt i _P.4 t +P 3 i IP 43"_F_Si _F_S4
; DSt ":P i I*PS.t. +P3.t :_PS,._+PSI_PSS

l)(_t ::::Pt t _P_!,:t+1:_3i._P_,'3+PSiW(PSS
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D_._ mp_ ,t _1:__ i +'P_1 :_"_::_4,_'__.',__ t__,;,:__Ht_t_l 6+_1;. I .ww_,v,v .,w.

l),'."12 "P21 N<P,,_I'H:)',,+R!tW(F_,,,.....+". +..'v,r",+,3.....
D,P,;_ ,.,F)2 t _P 4 ,i,+F_32 H<P4_',4+I+','+;!_W(F_,_4
I) ,r,,i_++ ,,,P 2 '+,_F),_!iL+ P ',+2W<P',v:',,)3,t,I:_5,.,;,)kl'+ +m,+',".,).,_.
I" ' ',_ m,p,,m,_, 2 i _<P8 ,i,+P'3_?+)WP8_'+'+'PS;!,)._I,'__
D33 ''1:);._i _<P3 i +1'),_,__P_ ,_'o'l' _3_<1:)_3

+ ..... ,+:)_,,,.,)¢l)4Z_ "P 31_<F)4.4.P3,:4_P4',._'IP+3_<I_4
11!"/_ "'F_3 +i,_P !"/I+ F):_'._*P",:'i',,_'o'l:)'r33,_<F)!5Y:;

I)44 "l:)41*P 4i'+'P 43,F) 4Z_+F)_4*P _4
DY:'i4 P"F_4i*P ,r_i +P4_*P _,_+P _4*F_ _
D84 'rap4,i,W(P8 t +F)43*F) 8 L"(+F)_r4_F)8_

DS!_ 'rap_i*P 8i+F)_3*P 83+F)B_P 6_
D88 =1:)8i*P 8 i '_P63_<F)63'H:)_P 8_

Pii ,,.,LN1EG(e., 0_1')2i "R*Di I ) P i ,+.:[ )
P;.).i "+'I N] E (.;( P22 +VI')_ i ""R_b A'.+.i _,O, 0 )

.- P3i 'mlNTEG( 1:)_2.+'P4i-R_D3i ) 0.0 )
P4i =':I'NTF'G(F)42+FF)4i-IR _D41 _O. O)
I:)_i +"INTEG <P_'_2+I_8i"'R* DSI >8.0 )

"" P8t :_.LNTEG(Pb2 +FP&t-R_<DSC +0 . O)
r'2_ =INTE.G(2 0'1 1_.._ ,_(+',PX'-R>H)22_P22]:)
P:_2 =]:NTEG ( 1'+42+FF)23-R_<DL_2+O. 0 )
P42 =INI'EG( F'P42+I::'P24"-R _D42 _0 .0 )

" PS2 :._.:P+NTE'.G_( P_2+I"-'F)2_5-R,D_2 _0 . 0 )
:_ P62 =]:NTI_:G( F'P(')2+I::'P26-R*D82_ 0 • 0 )

/,. P33 ."=]:NTEG(2.0 _I"43-R*D33 _P33]'. )
"': P43 _.:[N'FEG(I_"F)43.+.P44-1__D43_ 0 . 0 )

' P_53 =.T.NTEG (P63W( P_.54-RW(D53_ 0 . O)
P63 _]:N'/'EG (FP63+P64-R*D63,0.0)
P44 =I NTEG (L_..O*I:::P44'_"SGPY-R)WD44 _P44I )

°: 1"+54 I N rE(++( P64+I":'P4!5''R _<b54 _ 0 O)
P84 ='.I:NTL_G(I_Pb4+F:P48-R*D84_ 0 ,O)

P8_.'5 "-]_NTEG(FI:)bS+Pb6-1_Dbr.'&) 0.0 )
P66 =INTEG( _. O*F:'I:)68+SGPZ"RWtD(.')6_P68 ;I;)

I...LXH ,';,_CXESI""BI.,CMXE +It I...LXI"ID"SC,XDE,:_ 1
I..LYH ,:K,YE,:_T""SCCHYIL $ LLYHD;-BC_ I)I_+S

t, ( "+' "C+ " (" '++'_J+L.L.ZH : 3(.,ZE,:_I "_C(.,Mw..E $ L.I...ZHD_P_,SCZDES ii
!
'i

;_t XHI)D =+CMAX+(WY*WY+WZ+WZ)*LLXH.+.(LdZD.-WX*WY)X<LI...YH . . .
:, .+,2,0 _(WZ*LLYHD-( WYD-WX_(WZ) ,'I(I..,I...ZH_, 0_WY,'I(I,,.LZI-ID

YI.IDD :::+CMAY-(WZI).+.WX,'I(I+Y),I...LXH...;_!. OIW2:*L.I...XHO+(WX*_X . ., i
, .,_._,•+'WZ)I(WZ)W(L.L..YI"I+(LIXD'-WY_WZ)_LL.,..I'I" ,._. O*WXW(I..I..ZI"ID

ZHDD =+CMAZ+ (L_YI)"WX_Z),kl...l...XH+;_.. O*WY*LI...XHb'-' (WXD . . . ;

+WY*WZ ) il..t..Yl..I .-.,!2.OWtWX*LI...YHD.++( WX*WX+WY_W_ ) *LL,..H i

?

.t
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'7

?, COMMENT EBTIMATED fl/C RATI,?,IIIAND P(',IBIT',KONGRIiI',LATIUI,_',TO 'IHli_PM

8CXlii:GT,.,:I',NTEf;(_3(;)XD,E(i;+R_((P:I,,I,W((B(1)XOB,,,,BCXE _IT)+P'3:I,_ (_CYOB -Bf,;YE_!IT),
,+'P_,i,_((t"ICZOB',,,SI_ZII!',(:IT))_BfJXII!:B:F,)

SCX DEB.,,:{NTIII:B(XHb I)+R_ (P2,i,_(BCXI:IB-,,BC)XI)I;ST)+P_',_((BC)Y(,')B'-II)[_Yf,'):(!_T) ,

,+,PSI_!W((BCZOB,,,,BCZII!IiIJT)) ) il)(,_XDEI)
SCYEGT.,,I:NTEG( (;_CYDES+R_w( p_,(,t,_ ( SCXOB-SCXE(!)T) +P3 ',t_((BCYI.IB'.=B(;;YEST),

+PS',,_(ti)CZOB,,,,SCZEf,,IT))_I)CYE(;JI)
SCYDE_h.,,IINTEG( YHDD+R_W(P4 i _ ( SCXOB=SCXEST) +P43_ (._()CYDI((,-,SCYE,_!)T),

+P54_ ((1)CZOB-,,I.3CZEST)) _SCYDE',[)
SCZEST_,I NTEG( SCZDES+R* ( P._,t,* (SCXOB,,-SGXEST) +P_';3_((BCYOI,)-SCYEST),

' +PS,S_( t_CZOB-,,SCZEST) ), SCZESI )
:: SCZDES=I NTEG(ZHDD+R_(( P8 i * ( SCXOB,,,,SCXEST) +P63_(( SCYOB-SCYEST )

+PSS* (GCZOB-SCZI,,"::ST)) _SCZOEI )
4

COMMENT W(W¢W(W(W(_W(W(W(_N(_WW_N(_W(WcW()WW(*W(_W(_*_***__*_*****_ _*_ _*_ _*_*_* _
; COMMENT _*_:_*******:_***_*_**_***_*******_***_*_*_*****_********_**_ ..

(

, END
END
END
TERMINAL

F',I:N., (.':ONTI NUI'.
AVERX..ERX/NX(_DYN $ AVERXD=ERXD/NX(_DYN
AVER Y,=ERY/NXQDYN $ AVERYD=ER YD/NX(;)DYN

.j

AVERZ=ERZ/NX_DYN $ AVERZD._ERZD/NX@DYN

i DEBUG )
":_ NX(_TER=NX(_TER+.i,.

i,.i'-! FWRIT/FORMA(T8 _I"_)T _iNxX@:_NT_8_i4NX_DYN8 ) _NX@DER _NX@TER _DERPDY
) "i

;:" END
: 1'4 END
Li,.,_

t
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-_,.,. APPENDIX E 854''

.. C}[ARGING OF THE PROOF MASS DURING THE STARPROBE MISSION

;_ This app,mdlx is a summary of results given In a detailed study |

Iby M. Hotel at al of JPL [7].

A preliminary analysis of charging of the proo£ mass durlng the

Starprobe Mission reveals that the Jovian environment is the largest I

contributor of charging currents. For our study we performed quantitative

_3 estimates for the following environments: a) cosmic ray, b) Jovian

_:..: environment (considering periJoves of 3RJ and 9RJ), c) Solar environment

including the radiation due to solar £1ares. 1
I

,. We find that the cosmic rays will result in a positive charge of -I
/

-_ 3.3 x i0"II coulomb for a five year mission. The Jovian envi:onment will!

give a negative charge of 5.2-5.3 X 10-7 coulomb. The typical large solar

flare environment is expected to result in a maximum positive charge of about

_ 1 x i0-I0 coulomb which is also small compared to Jovian environment (see

_i' 'Fable i below).

_"" W_ should conunent that this study will only give order-of-magnltude
=. '_ ,

:i_ , type results. To achieve better estimates of the charging currents one _

:"_" would have to do a more careful study that includes secondary particles,

neutron fluxes and more precise trajectory. The table below summarizes

-'.::" our findings.

,, Table i. Proof Mass Charging for Starprob_ Mission

-.@!- Electron Proton Net Cl_rSe Charge per

Phase Current Current Current Per Da__ Mission Phase

=:'. (A/Cm 2) (A/Cm 2) (A/Cm 2) (Coulomb/C_ 2- Coulomb
day)

Cosmic Ray 5.12x10 "21 b.O9xlO "20 5.57x10 "20 4.8x10 "15 3.3x10 "11

°_ Jupiter 4.67x10-12 1.07x10-14 .4.66x10-12 _4.02x10-7 .1.53x10-6OeJ)
(1 day)

Jupiter 1.6_10-12 ixlO-16 .1.6x10-12 .1.38x10-7 _5.2x10.7
v (4RJ) (1 day)

.V,_ Solar Enc,

Typical Large lxlO-lO

, Vlarv (1 day)

: Upper Limit
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